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ABSTRACT

In this work, we studied the electronic behavior of polymer-derived ceramics
(PDCs) and applied them for the synthesis of carbon nanotube reinforced ceramic
nanocomposites and ceramic MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) structures.
Polymer-derived SiCN ceramics were synthesized by pyrolysis of a liquid
polyureasilazane with dicumyl peroxide as thermal initiator. The structural evolution
during pyrolysis and post-annealing was studied using FTIR, solid state NMR and Raman.
The results revealed that the resultant ceramics consisted of SiCxNx-4 as major building
units. These units were connected with each other through C-C/C=C bonds or by
shearing N/C. The amount of sp2 free carbon strongly depends on composition and
processing condition. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) was used to investigate
electronic structure of PDCs; the results revealed that the materials contain unpaired
electron centers associated with carbons.
Electronic behavior of the SiCN ceramics was studied by measuring their I-V
curves, temperature dependence of d.c.-conductivities and impendence. The results
revealed that the SiCN ceramics exhibited typical amorphous semiconductor behavior,
and their conductivity varied in a large range. The results also revealed that the materials
contain more than one phase, which have the different electronic behavior.
We explored possibility of using polymer-derived ceramics to make ceramic
MEMS for harsh environmental applications with a lithography technique. The cure
depth of the polymer precursor was measured as a function of UV intensity and exposure
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time. The experimental data was compared with the available theoretical model. A few
typical SiCN parts were fabricated by lithography technique.
We also prepared carbon nanotube reinforced ceramic nanocomposites by using
PDC processing. The microstructures of the composites were characterized using SEM
and TEM; the mechanical properties were studied characterized using nanoindentation.
The significant improvement in mechanical properties was observed for the
nanocomposites.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation

Polymer derived ceramics (PDCs) are a new class of materials synthesized by
thermal decomposition of polymeric precursors. These materials have many advantages
over conventionally produced ceramics, including fabrication of materials at lower
temperature, lower impurity level, and homogeneous distribution of element and cost
efficiency. The resultant materials are amorphous in nature, which possess excellent
high-temperature properties, such as oxidation and creep resistance, high-temperature
stability [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9].
Another attractive feature of PDCs is their potential to give rise to manipulate
compositions and structures by varying precursors & process conditions, thus,
multifunctional materials with varied properties could be designed and synthesized. For
example, numerous works in the PDCs field have shown that SiCN can be imparted with
electrical properties by altering its microstructure through varying the material’s
synthesis condition. [10]
The processing of PDC, also leads to a simple & cost-efficient approach to
fabricate ceramic components/devices using these interesting materials. For example,
many unconventional structures, such as fibers, coatings, ceramic matrix composites and
MEMS can be easily fabricated by this technique.
The combination of the attractive high-temperature properties and electrical
properties with unique fabrication capabilities, such as micro casting
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[11,12,13]

and photo-

polymerization fabrication technique [14], makes SiCN MEMS an attractive alternative for
a wide range of applications.
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1.2 Organization
The current work began with the investigation of the structure and electronic
transport properties of polymer-derived Si-C-N ceramics. Strong evidence indicateds that
the electronic properties were directly related to the structure of the ceramics and various
chemistry and physics methods were employed to obtain fundamental understanding of
the structure and electronic transport properties. Such understanding will also enable
exploitation of these materials for potential applications in the areas of high temperature
structural materials, high temperature electronic materials and materials for high
temperature MEMS.
Chapter 3 Structural evolution of polyaluminasilazane during pyrolysis was studied using
FTIR and NMR. Efforts were focused on the effects of Al content on structures.
Chapter 4 Electronic properties of polymer-derived ceramics, such as I-V dependence
characteristic, temperature dependence of d.c. conductivity and impedance, were studied.
Electronic structure of PDCs was investigated by Raman and EPR.
Chapter 5 Lithography technique was introduced to fabricate micro ceramics parts. The
cure depth of the polymer precursor was measured as a function of UV intensity and
exposure time. A model was developed to predict the cure depth as a function of
photoinitiator concentration and light intensity. Finally, a few typical micro parts were
fabricated by lithography technique
Chapter 6 Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) reinforced polymer derived ceramic composites was
prepared. The microstructures of specimens were investigated by SEM and TEM, and the
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mechanical properties were studied by nanoindentation. The underlying mechanisms for
property improvement were discussed.
Finally, Chapter 7 details the overall conclusions from this work.
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2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Polymer Derived Ceramics (PDCs)
Silicon nitride/silicon carbide (Si3N4/SiC) are candidate material for hightemperature applications such as engine and turbine parts, as well as microelectronic
devices. Conventionally, Si3N4/SiC-based ceramics are synthesized by sintering the
corresponding powders (powder-based processing), which requires high temperatures
(1700 –2100 oC), high pressure and sintering aids (additives such as Al2O3 and Y2O3).
One promising alternative route to obtain non-oxide Si-based ceramics is thermal
decomposition of organosilicon preceramic polymers, named polymer-derived ceramics.
PDC processing includes the following basic steps, as shown in Figure 1 [8, 15]: (i)
synthesize/modify polymer precursors, (ii) shape and cross-link to form infusible
polymer components, and (iii) convert the polymer component to ceramic one by
pyrolysis at ~ 1000 oC. The materials thus obtained are predominantly amorphous alloys.
There are two known families of polymer-derived ceramics: one based on the silicon–
oxygen–carbon system and the other based on silicon-nitrogen-carbon

[ 16 ]

. Other

elements, such as boron and aluminum, can also be incorporated into the network for
modifying and improving material properties

[17, 18, 19, 20]

. The polymer-derived ceramic

technology has many advantages over traditional powder-based ceramic processing. In
following sections, we will briefly review the current understanding of the PDCs,
focusing on the materials in the Si-C-N system.
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Starting
chemicals

Chemical
synthesis

Polymer
precursor

Cross-link

Infusible
network

Pyrolysis

Ceramics

Figure 1 Basic processing steps in polymer-derived ceramics
2.1.1 Thermo-mechanical Properties
While synthesized at relatively low temperatures, the polymer-derived ceramics
exhibited excellent high temperature properties: (i) they resist thermal decomposition and
large-scale crystallization up to 1800 oC (Figure 2)[17]; (ii) they exhibit excellent
oxidation-resistant behavior, the oxidation rate is as low as that for CVD SiC and Si3N4
(Figure 3)[21]; and (iii) good creep resistance (Figure 4)

[21, 22, 23]

. Table 1 shows some

physical-mechanical properties of PDC as compared to the other ceramics (SiC, Si3N4).
Note that the PDC possess much better thermal shock resistance. Due to the absence of
grain boundary phases, it is expected that such excellent mechanical behavior can be
retained at high temperatures. These excellent thermo-mechanical properties suggest that
the PDCs are suitable for high temperature applications.
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Figure 2 TGA of polymer-derived SiCN, SiBCN and commercial silicon nitride in 0.1
Mpa. Heating at the rate of 5 K/min, suggesting SiBCN can be stable up to 1800 oC.

Figure 3 Comparison of oxidation behavior in a few Si-based materials. Note that
polymer-derived SiCN has lowest oxidation rate, as low as CVD SIC and Si3N4
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Figure 4 Typical creep observed in polymer-derived SiCN and SiBCN materials
Our recent study

[ 24 ]

demonstrated that the SiAlCN ceramics thus obtained possess

extremely high resistance to oxidation and hot-corrosion [Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure
7], which are the most critical limits of using Si-based ceramics for high-temperature
structural components. The insert table lists the compositions and oxidation rates for
different Si-based ceramics. It can be seen that the steady-state oxidation rate of SiAlCN14 is an order of magnitude lower than the lowest value of CVD Si3N4 and SiC reported
previously [25].
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Mats.

Comp.

Kpx10

Square of oxide scale thickness, m2

4
18

SiCN
SiAlCN-07
SiAlCN-14

3
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SiAlCN-07

SiC0.99N0.85

4.8

SiAl0.02C0.99N

0.3

0.8

0
0

50

100
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200
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SiAlCN-14

SiAl0.04C0.83N

0.025

Oxidation time, hrs
0.9

CVD SiC

-

0.55

CVD Si3N4

-

0.22

Figure 5 A plot of the square of oxide scale thickness as a function of annealing time at
1200 oC in dry air for SiCN, SiAlCN-07 and SiAlCN-14.
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Figure 6 SEM images of the surfaces of (a) SiCN, (b) SiAlCN-07, and (c) SiAlCN-14 after
annealing at 1200 oC for 50 hrs in NaCl environments. SiAlCN-14 shows significant
resistance to alkali corrosion without detectable corrosion.
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Figure 7 SEM images of the surfaces of (a) SiCN, (b) SiAlCN-07, and (c) SiAlCN -14
after annealing in 100% water vapor of 1 atmosphere pressure at 1200 oC for 50 hrs.
Again, SiAlCN-14 shows excellent resistance to water vapor corrosion without detectable
corrosion.
Table 1 Properties of polymer derived SiCN and other high temperature materials
Properties

PDC-SiCN

SiC

Si3N4

Density (g/cm3)

2.3

3.17

3.19

Young’s modulus (GPa)

90-150

400

320

CTE (x10-6/K)

3

3.8

2.5

Poisson’s Ratio

0.18

0.14

0.24

Strength (MPa)

~1000

420

700

Hardness (GPa)

20

30

28

Thermal Shock FOM*

~300

350

880

Thermal shock FOM = strength/(E-modulus. CTE)
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2.1.2 Tunable electric conductivity
The electric conductivity of PDCs can be tailored in a large range

[26, 27, 28]

: from

insulator (10-8 (.cm)-1) to semi-metallic (104 (.cm)-1).
In general, the investigation of silicon carbonitride shows semiconductor behavior
with a positive temperature coefficient of the electrical conductivity (Figure 8). The
electrical properties of this class of materials strongly depend on the starting composition
of the precursor material, the type of microstructure obtained, and the utilized processing
technology in terms of pressing and pyrolysing conditions [14, 29].
Haluschka et al.

[30]

systematically analyzed the electronic properties of nitrogen-

rich silicon carbonitride ceramics derived from poly (hydridomethyl) silazane in relation
to the pyrolysis condition (Figure 9). The results reveal electrical conductivity increases
with increasing annealing time and annealing temperature.

Figure 8 Semiconductor behaviour of amorphous semiconductor
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Hermann et al. [31] reported the studies on the structure and electronic transport
properties of pristine and boron-doped SiCN ceramics. They found that SiBCN ceramics
have significantly higher conductivity ( = 10 ohm cm at room temperature) than the
SiCN ceramics (  107 ohm cm) (Figure 10). Preliminary structural analysis using
Radial Distribution Function formalism shows that the short-range structure of SiBCN
possibly comprises of Si tetrahedra with B, C, and N at the corners (Figure 11) because of
chemistry constraints. The RRDF data, however, does not discriminate between the
structure with Si(BCN)4 tetrahedra and a possibility that structure comprises separate
SiB4, SiC4, and SiN4 tetrahedra.
The conductivity variation with temperature follows the Mott’s Variable Range
Hopping (VRH) mechanism, indicating that these ceramics are highly disordered with
unsaturated bonds resulting in a high density of localized states in the mobility gap.
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Figure 9 Electrical conductivity of amorphous SiCN ceramics depends on the annealing
time and annealing temperature

Figure 10 Effect of composition on electrical conductivity
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Figure 11 Reduced radial distribution function G(r) as a function of correlation distance
r from an arbitrary atom at origin. The first two maxima correspond to the distances
between the central tetrahedral atom (Si) and tetrahedron corners (C, N, or B) and
tetrahedron edge lengths
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2.1.3 Structure Evolution Investigation
Numerous works with concerns of structural characterization of preceramic
polymers to ceramic were carried out by several research groups in the last decades [18, 20,
32].

After pyrolysis at 1000 °C, the microstructure of these amorphous materials can be

generally described as a random Si–C–N network composed of tetrahedral mixed units,
[SiCxN(4-x)] (1≤ x ≤4), whose relative volume fraction depends on the composition of the
starting precursor. The pyrolysis of carbon-rich polysilazanes, polycarbosilanes,
polysiloxanes as well as polycarbodiimides under inert atmosphere yields at about 1000
°C an amorphous ceramic containing excess carbon

[20, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]

.If the carbon

fraction present in the starting precursor is high enough, then, upon pyrolysis, parts of it
remain excluded from the “silicon backbone”constituting the amorphous network and
creating the so-called free carbon phase. Further thermal treatments at temperatures
above 1000 °C induce a bondings redistribution process yielding the rearrangement of the
amorphous network [41, 42, 43, 44,45, 46]. Annealing environment and chemical composition as
well as type of side groups connected to the silicon atoms present in the precursors affect
this process. The microstructure of SiCN undergoes major modifications above 1440 °C
yielding the formation of SiC and Si3N4 crystals as well as graphite-like domains
(turbostratic carbon) [36, 47, 48, 49, 50].
TEM investigations by Monthioux and Delverdier[36, 51] as well as Kleebe et al. [47,
48]

focused on the crystallization behavior observed in precursor-derived amorphous

SiCN structures. The results revealed the presence of residual closed porosity
homogeneously dispersed within the amorphous bulk on samples pyrolyzed at 1000 °C.
A closer observation of these features showed that these pores often contain basic
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structural units of graphite-like carbon[52].Upon annealing a Upon annealing at 1400 °C in
N2 atmosphere, the SiCN compounds still exhibit an almost entirely amorphous
microstructure and only local areas estimated to less than 5% of the total volume show
the presence of crystalline features. Typically, these areas are characterized by the
presence of α- Si3N4 crystals that, in some regions, are surrounded by turbostratic carbon
Figure 12 [53, 54].

Figure 12 High-resolution TEM image of isolated -carbon features in PDC upon
exposure at 1400 °C [54]
Trassl etc.[45, 55, 56, 57, 58] investigated the formation and the nature of the excess
carbon in combination with the structural rearrangement during pyrolysis by 29 Si and
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C solid states NMR spectroscopy, the results reveal that after pyrolyzed at 1000 °C,
finally yields an amorphous ceramic composed of a free carbon phase and a
homogeneous SiCN phase (Figure 13 (a)).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13 (a) 13C NMR spectra of PDC powder samples heat-treated at temperature
between 300 °C and 1500 °C for 5 and 48 h in N2 atmosphere, (b) Raman spectra of PDC
annealed at temperature between 1000 °C and 1500 °C for 5 and 48 h in N2
atmosphere[56]
The evolution of the free carbon phase was investigated also by Raman
spectroscopy (Figure 13 (b))

[56]

. All spectra show the typical features of disordered

graphite-like carbon, namely the D-peak located at 1350 cm-1, and the G-peak centered
between 1550 and 1600 cm-1. At temperature between 1200 and 1500 °C, the intensity of
both the D and the G bands increase. Above 1500 °C, they decrease and disappear at
1600 C.
2.1.4 Manuficturing Capability
The significance of the polymer-precursor route is that it is compatible with many
hybrid material processing and shaping/forming technologies. For example, the liquid
precursor can be used to make thin films by spin-on coating, spray coating or vapor
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deposition techniques. Additionally, ceramic fibers can be made by pyrolyzing polymer
fiber generated from the liquid precursor with the spanning technique. The components
with complex shapes can be obtained by extrusion and injection molding of polymeric
precursors as well as by the machining of polymeric parts (Figure 14) [59, 60, 61 , 62] .

Figure 14 Processability of polymer-derived ceramics (PDC)
The unique liquid polymer precursor route [8, 17, 22,

63]

of PDC for small-scale high

temperature MEMS engineering provides the possibility for low-cost and reliable mass
scale manufacturing processes. There are two ways to fabricate MEMS structure: microcasting and photopolymerization (Figure 15).

Figure 15 Two ways are used to fabricate MEMS ceramics parts from liquid polymer
precursor
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(a)

(b)

Figure 16 (a) photoresist mold made with lithography technique; (b) SiCN micro-gear.
Note the gear replicates the shape of the mold very well.
Lithography process is using a liquid precursor as a photoresist and directly
forming the pattern by exposing it to UV light which passes through a mask with desired
pattern [Figure 17Figure 18]. A photoinitiator is added to the precursor, which initiates
polymerization of the precursor under the exposure to UV light. Shapes are constructed
by exposing a layer of the precursor through a no contact mask. The area that is exposed
to UV light will solidify while other areas remain liquid. The liquid areas are then
removed easily with methanol. The basic steps of the photolithography process are
illustrated in Figure 17. Figure 18 shows representative PDC MEMS structures.

Figure 17 Schematic steps for lithography technique
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2 mm

(b)

(a)

Figure 18 (a) SEM image of Double-layer structure made from lithography technique; (b)
optical image of SiCN atomizer fabricated by lithography
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2.2 Electronic behavior of amorphous semiconductor
Semiconductors, as the name suggests, are materials which conduct electron less
easily than metals but more readily than insulators. This by itself is not their most useful
or interesting property. The extensive use of semiconductors in solid-state electronic
devices (such as diodes, transistors, solar cells, laser, radiation detectors and lowtemperature thermometers) is based on the fact that one can change and control their
electrical conductivity and other properties not only by the addition of small amounts of
another material but by external stimuli, such as temperature change, electric field, and
incident radiation.
Amorphous semiconductors are noncrystalline. They lack long-range periodic
ordering of their constituent atoms. That is not to say that amorphous semiconductors are
completely disordered on the atomic scale. Local chemistry provide almost rigorous
bond-length, and to a lesser extent, bond-angle constraints on the nearest-neighbor
environment. Unlike amorphous metal, amorphous semiconductors do not consist of
close-parked atoms, but rather they contain covalently bonded atoms arranged in an open
network with correlations in ordering up to the third or fourth nearest neighbors. The
short-range order is directly responsible for observable semiconductor properties such as
optical absorption edges and activated electrical conductivities.
2.2.1 Band model
Experimental data of electrical transport properties can only be properly
interpreted if a model for the electronic structure is available. For semiconductors, the
main features of the energy distribution of the density of electronic states N(E) of
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crystalline solids are the sharp structure in the valence and conduction bands, and the
abrupt termination at the valence and conduction band minimum. The sharp edges in the
density of states produce a well-defined forbidden energy gap. Within the band, the states
are extended, which means that the wave functions occupy the entire volume. The
specific features of the band structure are consequences of the perfect short-range and
long-range order of the crystal. In an amorphous solid, the long-range order is destroyed,
whereas the short-range order, i.e., the interatomic distance and the valence angle, is only
slightly changed.
Based on Anderson’s theory

[64]

, Mott

[65]

argued that the spatial fluctuations in

the potential caused by the configurational disorder in amorphous materials may lead to
the formation of localized states, which do not occupy all the different energies in the
band, but form a tail above and below the normal band. Mott postulated furthermore that
there should be a sharp boundary between the energy ranges of extended and localized
states. The states are called localized in the sense that an electron placed in a region will
not diffuse at zero temperature to other region with corresponding potential fluctuations.
Several models were proposed for the band structure of amorphous
semiconductors, which were the same to the extent that they all used the concept of
localized states in the band tails. Optional vary, however, as to the extent of this tailing,
illustrates the main features of these various models.
2.2.1.1 The Cohen-Fritzsche-Ovshinsky Model
The CFO model (Figure 19 (a)) assumes that the tail states extend across the gap.
This gradual decrease of the localized states destroys the sharpness of the conduction and
valence band edges. The CFO model was specifically proposed for the multicomponent
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Figure 19 Schematic density of states diagrams for amorphous semiconductor (a) The
Cohen-Fritzsche-Ovshinsky model, (b) the Davis-Mott model showing a band of
compensated levels near the middle of the gap, (c) modified Davis-Mott model
chalcogenide glasses used in the switching devices. A similar model

[66]

was used to

calculate barrier formation and photoconductivity in amorphous Si. The author suggested
that in the chalcogenide alloy, the disorder is sufficiently great that the tails of the
conduction and valence bands overlap, leading to an appreciable density of states in the
middle of the gap. A consequence of the band overlapping is that there are states in the
valence band that are ordinarily unfilled. A redistribution of the electrons must take place,
forming filled states in the valence band, which are positively charged. This model,
therefore, ensures self-compensation, and pins the Fermi level close to the middle of the
gap, a feature required by the electrical properties of these materials.
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2.2.1.2 The Davis-Mott Model
According to Davis and Mott [67], the tails of localized states should be rather
narrow and should extend a few tenths of an electron volt into the forbidden gap. They
proposed furthermore the existence of a band of compensated levels near the middle of
the gap, originating from defects in the random network, e.g., dangling bonds, vacancies,
etc. Figure 19 (b) sketches the Davis-Mott model. Here, EC and EV represent the energies
which separate the ranges where the states are localized and extended. The center band
may be split into a donor and an acceptor band, which will also pin the Fermi level
(Figure 19 (c)). Mott suggested that at the transition from extended to localized state, the
mobility drops by several orders of magnitude producing a mobility edge. Indeed, the
concept of localized states implies that the mobility is zero at T = 0K. The interval
between the energies EC and EV acts as a pseudogap and is defined as the mobility gap.
Cohen

[68]

proposed a slightly different picture for the energy dependence of the

mobility. He suggested that there should not be an abrupt but rather a continuous drop of
the mobility occurring in the extended states just inside the mobility edge. In this
intermediate range the mean free path of the carries becomes of the order of the
interatomic spacing, so that the ordinary transport theory based on the Boltzman equation
cannot be used. Cohen described the transport as a Brownian motion in which the carriers
are under the influence of a continuous scatting.
The experiment evidence, mainly coming from luminescence, photoconductivity
and drift mobility measurement, has been found for the existence of various localized gap
states, which are split off from the trail states and are located at well-defined energies in
the gap. These states are associated with defect centers, the nature of which is not always
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known. Marshall-Owen

[69]

introduced a model in 1971, which showed the bands of

donors and acceptors in the upper and lower halves of the mobility gap. It is now clear
that the density of states of a “real” amorphous semiconductor does not decrease
monotonically into the gap but shows many peaks which can be separated from each
other, as is the case in some chalcogenide glasses. The position of the Fermi level is
largely determined by the charge distribution in the gap states.
The interpretation of electrical transport data is closely interwoven with the
energy distribution of the density of states. On the basis of the Davis-Mott model, there
can be three processes leading to conduction in amorphous semiconductors. Their relative
contribution to the total conductivity will predominate in different temperature regions.
At very low temperatures, conduction can occur by thermal assisted tunneling between
states at the Fermi level. A higher temperature, charge carriers are exited into the
localized states of the band tails, carriers in these localized states can take part in the
electric charge transport only by hopping. At still higher temperature, carriers are excited
across the mobility edge into the extended states.
2.2.1.3 Small-Polaron Model
The role of lattice distortion in the presence of an extra carrier in an amorphous
solid has been discussed in detailed by Emin [70]. He suggested that the charge carriers in
some amorphous semiconductors may enter a self-trapped (small-Polaron) state as a
result of the polarization of the surrounding atomic lattice. Emin argued that the presence
of disorder in a noncrystalline solid tends to slow down a carrier. This slowing down may
lead to a localization of the carrier and, if the carrier stays at an atomic site sufficiently
long enough for atomic rearrangements to take place, it may induce displacements of the
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atoms in its immediate vicinity, causing small Polaron formation. Since the small Polaron
is local in nature, the absence of long-range order in noncrystalline solids may be
expected to have no significant influence on its motion. In support of the validity of his
ideas, Emin was able to analyze experimental data of dc conductivity, thermal power, and
hall mobility obtained on some chalcogenide glasses in the framework of the existing
small polaron theories developed for crystalline solids.
2.2.2 D.C electrical conductivity
The essential features of the Davis and Mott model for the band structure of
amorphous semiconductors are the existence of narrow tails of localized states at the
extremities of the valence and conduction bands and a band of localized levels near the
middle of the gap. This leads to three basically different channels for conduction.
2.2.2.1 Extended State Conduction
The conductivity for any semiconductor can be expressed in the form:

  e  N ( E )  ( E )kT

where f ( E ) 

f ( E )
dE
E

2- 1

1
1  exp[( E  EF ) / kT ]

Using the relationship
f ( E )
  f ( E )[1  f ( E )] / kT
E

2- 2

In the Davis-Mott model, the Fermi level EF is situated near the middle of the gap
and thus sufficiently far from Ec, the energy which separates the extended from the
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localized states, so that Boltzmann statistic can be used to describe the occupancy of
states,
f ( E )  exp[( E  EF ) / kT ]

2- 3

According to Mott’s view, the mobility drops sharply at the critical energy Ec (or
Ev), but at present it is not exactly known how the mobility depends on the energy in
both conduction regimes.
In the nondegenerate case and under the assumption of a constant density of states
and constant mobility, the conductivity duo to electrons exited beyond the mobility edge
into the extended states is given by

  eN ( Ec)kT c exp[( Ec  EF ) / kT ]

2- 4

where c is the average mobility.
The number of electrons is given by


n

 N ( Ec) exp[( E  E

F

)kT ]dE

Ec

= N ( Ec)kT exp[( Ec  EF ) / kT ]

2- 5

Cohen derived c with the help of Einstein’s relation [68].



eD
kT

The diffusion coefficient D may be written as
D  (1/ 6) a 2
where  are the jump frequency and a the interatomic separation.

c 

1 ea 2

6 kT
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Since c  1/kT, the relationship of dc conductivity with temperature follows a simple
exponential law:

   0 exp[( Ec  EF ) / kT ]

2- 6

2.2.2.2 Conduction in Band Tails
If the wave functions are localized, so that  (E) = 0, conduction can only occur
by thermally activated hopping. Every time, an electron moves from one localized state
to another, it will exchange energy with a photon. It may be expected that the mobility
will have a thermally activated nature,

hop   0 exp[W ( E ) / kT ]

2- 7

The preexponential  0 has the form

 0  (1/ 6) ph eR 2 / kT

2- 8

Where， ph is the photon frequency and R the distance covered in one hop.
The conductivity, being integral over all available energy states, will depend on
the energy distribution of the density of localized states. If one assumes that the density
of states N(E) behaves as some powers of E,
N (E) 

N ( Ec )
(E  EA )s
s
(E )

2- 9

With E = Ec-EA, then the conductivity

 hop   0 hop (

kT s
) C exp[( E A  EF  W ) / kT ]
E

Where，  0 hop  (1/ 6) ph e 2 R 2 N ( Ec )
For the specific case of linear variance, the conductivity is given by
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2- 10

 hop   0 hop

kT
C1 exp[( EA  EF  W ) / kT ]
E

2- 11

with
C1  1  exp(

E
)[1  ( E / kT )]
kT

2- 12

2.2.2.3 Conduction in Localized States at the Fermi Energy
If the Fermi energy lies in a band of localized states, as predicted by the DavisMott model, the carriers can move between the states via a phonon-assisted tunneling
process. This is the transport analogous to impurity conduction observed in heavily doped
and highly compensated semiconductors at low temperature. An estimate for the
temperature dependence of the hopping conductivity at EF has been given by Mott [71].
Let us consider an electron that is scattered by photons from one localized state to
another. The energy difference between the states is denoted by W. The probability p that
an electron will jump from one state to another is determined by three factors, which are
as follows:
1) The probability of finding a photon with an excitation energy equal to W, given by a
Boltzmann expression exp (-W/kT)
2) An attempt frequency  ph , which cannot be greater than the maximum photon
frequency (in the range 1012-1013 s-1)
3) The probability of electron transfer from one state to another. This factor depends on
the overlapping of the wave functions and should be given by exp (-2  R). Here R is
the jumping distance, which at high temperatures equals the interatomic spacing, and
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 is a quantity which is representative for the rate of fall-off of the wave function at
a site.
The probability p that an electron jumps will then be expressed by
p   ph exp(2 R  W / kT )

2- 13

By making use of Einstein’s relation



eD
kT

with D=(1/6)pR2, the conductivity can be written as

  (1/ 6) 2 e 2 pR 2 N ( EF )
Here N (EF) is the density of states at the Fermi level and N(EF) is the number of
electrons that contribute to conductivity.
The conductivity is expressed by

  (1/ 6)e2 R 2 ph N ( EF ) exp(2 R) exp(W / kT )

2- 14

2.2.2.4 Conduction in Variable Range Hopping
As the temperature is lowered, the number and energy of phonons decrease, and
more energetic phonon-assisted hops will progressively become less favorable. Carriers
will tend to hop to larger distances in order to find sites which lie energetically closer
than the nearest neighbors. This mechanism is the so-called variable range hopping.
One can get the average energy spacing between states near the Fermi level,
W

3
4 R N ( E F )

2- 15

3

and for the jump probability
p   ph exp 2 R  4[(4 / 3) N ( EF ) R3 kT ]
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1

2- 16

The most probable jump distance is found by minimizing the exponent of the above
expression as a function of R:
R [

9
]1/ 4
8  N ( EF )kT

2- 17

This gives a jump frequency of the form:
p   ph exp(

A
T 1/ 4

2- 18

)

where,
A  2.1[ 3 / kN ( EF )]1/ 4

2- 19

Mott’s treatment of variable range hopping leads to a temperature dependence for the
conductivity of the form:

  (1/ 6)e2 R 2 ph N ( EF ) exp( 
or,    0 (T ) exp(

A
T 1/ 4

A
T 1/ 4

2- 20

)

2- 21

)

There have been several more derivations of the conductivity formula for variable
range hopping. In general, the T -1/4 relationship remains unchanged, but slightly different
values were found for the numerical factor in A.
2.2.2.5 The relationship of D.C conductivity and temperature of amorphous
semiconductor
The relationship between the total conductivity of amorphous semiconductors and
temperature is described as follows and drawn as Figure 20 :

 1 
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1: Extended State Conduction
2: Conduction in Band Tails
3: Conduction in Localized States at the Fermi Energy
4: Conduction in Variable range hopping.

Figure 20 The relationship of DC conductivity with temperature
2.3 MEMS for harsh environments

The MEMS technique is a part of rapid growth technology. The basic premise
behind the concept of MEMS is that the efficiencies of high volume production and low
unit cost can be achieved. In addition to the potential economic benefits, unique
capabilities can be achieved by such integration to realize devices at very small scales
such as sensors

[72, 73]

, actuators

[74]

, power producing devices

[75]

, chemical reactors

[76]

and biomedical devices [77, 78].
MEMS for extreme temperature environments have attracted much attention due
to their many potential applications, such as optical MEMS for high power laser
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applications[79] and micro-combustors

[80]

for MEMS power sources. However, the high

temperature environments remain a significant challenge to current MEMS technology.
There are two sets of problems: selecting suitable refractory materials and developing
appropriate microfabrication techniques.
2.3.1 MEMS materials
One of the keys to achieving the high level of reliability and low unit cost of
Micro- electronic devices is that a limited set of materials are used and their composition
is very carefully controlled to ensure reproducible performance. The principle materials
used in MEMS include: doped single crystal silicon wafers as the semiconductor
substrate and deposited layers of polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon) for resistive
elements, aluminum and copper as the principal conductor and silicon oxide, silicon
nitride and titanium nitride for electrical insulation and passivation/protection,
respectively. This limited selection of materials has also formed the basis for the vast
majority of surface micromachined and bulk micromachined MEMS. Silicon, polysilicon
and silicon nitride are generally used for mechanical elements, aluminum as the electrical
conductor for power and signal transmission, and silicon oxide as a sacrificial layer to
allow the release of moving or deforming mechanical elements. The restriction to this set
of materials ensures compatibility with the processes used to create the microelectronic
element and therefore permits a high degree of integration. From a mechanical
perspective, these materials are also reasonably attractive. Silicon, silicon oxide and
silicon nitride are elastic materials which exhibit no yield or other hysteretic behavior at
room temperature, a key requirement for high precision sensors and actuators using
micromechanical elements. Although these materials are of low toughness, the high
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strength of brittle materials at small scales increases the available strain levels and
reduces the susceptibility to damage and fracture that prevents the use of these materials
for macro scale devices [81, 82].
Table 2 summarizes the performance of several microfabricatable materials. It is
clear that silicon is a very attractive material for high strength applications such as
pressure sensors and turbomachinery, however for devices in which specific stiffness is
critical, diamond, silicon carbide and aluminum oxide may have significant performance
enhancements.
The most well-established attempt to broaden the materials available to MEMS
designers is the use of LIGA. This permits consideration of virtually any material that can
be electroplated from solution. Nickel and nickel alloys are the most commonly used
materials, but a much wider set is available, including copper, chromium, iron and cobalt.
In addition it is possible to electroplate some alloys
embedding hard particles in the plated matrix

[83]

and materials strengthened by

[84]

. The relative ductility of the metal

reduces the risk of failure by fracture inherent to the use of the brittle materials. In
principle, this also permits significantly larger devices to be fabricated. Silicon carbide
has attracted considerable interest as a material for MEMS devices

[85]

. SiC, in a single

crystal form, is a high bandwidth semiconductor capable of operation at high
temperatures and high power levels compared to silicon

[86,87]

.In addition it offers much

higher stiffness, hardness, toughness, and wears resistance. These are particularly
attractive features for MEMS applications. The desire to produce devices utilizing these
properties to achieve superior performance for microelectronic and sensor applications
has focused attention on developing techniques for creating large single crystals of SiC [88]
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and developing microfabrication processes analogous to those available for Si. These
efforts are complicated by the relatively low chemical reactivity of SiC, its extremely
high melting temperature and the tendency to form polytypes and defects during
crystallization. Nevertheless, considerable progress has been achieved toward making
defect-free single crystals and semiconductor devices are starting to become available
commercially and at least one SiC MEMS pressure sensor has been developed

[89]

. SiC

MEMS have also been demonstrated using molding techniques，in which silicon carbide
is chemically vapor deposited into or over microfabricated silicon molds or mandrels.
Typically, the approach used has been to create silicon molds or mandrels by bulk
etching which are then overcoated with SiC [90,91]. This approach leverages the fabrication
capabilities available in Si, and can achieve devices with useful performance. As yet the
use of SiC in MEMS is relatively immature compared to surface and bulk micromachined
silicon and LIGA materials. As a result, materials issues abound ranging from the
processing of SiC substrates, etching and masking technologies and issues associated
with residual stresses of deposited layers. Single crystal aluminum oxide (sapphire),
amorphous aluminum oxide, fused silica and diamond [92] are available in wafer form and
the last of these materials can be deposited by chemical vapor deposition to create MEMS
devices

[93]

. As shown in Table 2, these materials offer higher specific stiffnesses, and

therefore higher resonant frequencies, than silicon (diamond having the highest known
specific stiffness of any material) as well as being optically transparent. It should also be
noted that glass has been used in MEMS for applications in some cases, although mainly
as insulating or packaging layers in bulk micromachined devices, rather than for reasons
of mechanical performance. The direct use of lithography to pattern polymers to create
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flow channels [94, 95] or other mechanical elements is economically very attractive since it
eliminates many of the fabrication steps associated with harder materials. The use of such
materials in MEMS also provides the opportunity to create flexible MEMS structures and
packaging that might be particularly useful for embedded systems. Also in the category
of non-structural mechanical performance is the issue of creating thermal barriers.
Various schemes have been proposed for micro heat engines

[96]

and the thermodynamic

efficiency of such devices requires that the maximum possible temperature difference be
maintained across the operating cycle. This demands materials or structures with a high
thermal resistance. However, strategies for thermal isolation which work at the
macroscale, such as barrier coatings or physical separation, are harder to implement in
MEMS because of the small scale, which largely eliminates the benefits that can be
achieved by using low thermal conductivity materials.
A novel fabrication technique for high-temperature MEMS using polymer-derived
SiCN ceramic has been developed recently[8] . MEMS components and devices can be
first made in organic form and then converted to ceramics. The direct chemical-toceramic processing route of PDCs enables the employment of many well-developed
microfabrication technologies, such as micro-casting, lithography and polymer-based
bonding. [10, 11, 97, 98,, 99, 100].
Figure 21 compares the aspect ratios achieved and maximum operating
temperature of traditionally microfabricated high temperature MEMS with that of the
polymer-derived SiCN MEMS

[10]

, which shows that PDCs possess excellent high

temperature resistance and process ability. The unique features of PDCs make them
particularly suitable for high temperature MEMS device.
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Table 2 Materials mechanical properties for microfabricated structure
Material

Density, Modulus Fracture
Thermal
(kg/m3)
(GPa) strength, conductivity
(MPa)
(W/cm·
ºC)

Silicon

2230

130

4000

1.57

Coefficient of
thermal
expansion
(10-6/ºC)
2.33

Melting
Point

Silicon
oxide

2200

73

1000

0.014

0.5

1700

Silicon
nitride

3290

304

1000

0.19

0.8

1930

Nickel

8900

207

500

0.907

12.8

1453

Aluminum

2710

69

300

2.36

25

660

Aluminum
oxide

3690

393

2000

18

8.1

1700

Silicon
carbide

3300

310

2000

3.5

3.3

2300

Diamond

3510

1035

1000

10

1.0

3550

1400

Figure 21 Diagram of microstructure aspect ratio against maximum use temperature for
different MEMS materials and processes.
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2.3.2 Microfabrication technologies
Several microfabrication technologies are available today and are used to
fabricate microcomponents and systems. The most successful micromachining
technologies have been developed as extensions of standard IC and microelectronics
planar

silicon-based

processing,

such

as

surface

micromachining

and

bulk

micromachining processes. Others are based on advanced precision engineering and laser
structuring, such as LIGA-based, and laser-based micromachining techniques. [101, 102].
There have been three fabrication routes which have accounted for the vast
majority of MEMS devices; since the materials used in MEMS are to a great extent
defined by these manufacturing processes, it is worth briefly reviewing these processes.
2.3.2.1 Surface micromachining
Surface micromachining

[ 103 ]

has evolved directly from the CMOS

(complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) processes used to fabricate VLSI (very
large scale integration) devices. These devices consist of thin deposited layers of
conductors, insulators, and semiconductors and passivation layers on doped silicon wafer
substrates. In VLSI devices, the layers are deposited, patterned and etched to yield highly
integrated electronic devices with very small feature sizes. In surface micromachined
MEMS the layers are patterned and etched to yield electromechanical elements or are
used as sacrificial layers to allow motion of the mechanical layers. A surface
micromachining process flow is shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22 Typical process flows for a surface micromachined device
The use of CMOS compatible processes and materials permits a high degree of
integration of mechanical devices with the electronics required for control, signal
processing and power distribution. Commercial examples of highly integrated
surfacemicro-machined devices include micro-accelerometer chips for controlling
automobile air-bag deployment

[ 104 ]

and mirror arrays for portable projectors

[ 105 ]

.

Micrographs of these devices illustrating the complexity and level of integration that can
be achieved are shown in Figure 23

[106]

. However, surface micromachining is typically

limited to layers of thicknesses less than 5 mm which restricts the ability to create devices
which can deliver significant mechanical forces or power levels, or to define channels or
cavities for fluidic, chemical or biological applications
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Figure 23 Typical device made from surface micromachined technique
(a) micromachined motion sensing capacitance elements
(b) micromachined mirrors from an array used in a portable digital projector

2.3.2.2 Bulk micromachining
Bulk micromachining

[82]

involves etching features directly into silicon wafers or

other substrates. Typically, if integrated electrical function is required, the microelectronic elements are created using CMOS processes on the top side of the silicon
wafer, and then bulk micromachining commences from the other side of the wafer to
yield mechanical elements such as thin diaphragms or beams on the top side of the wafer,
or passages for fluid flow. This strategy has been used for many years to create small
pressure sensors [107].
Figure 24 (a) shows a schematic of a bulk micromachined cavity and membrane
structure such as might be used for a pressure sensor, and Figure 24 (b) shows a
micrograph of a cavity etched in silicon for a pressure sensor application [106]. The use of
the silicon substrate as the basis for mechanical elements of devices permits larger, and
particularly deeper, features to be used than in surface micromachining. This is an
important consideration in MEMS where higher mechanical power or force levels are
desired, or in applications involving fluids, such as nozzles for inkjet printers
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[108]

, in

which large losses would be associated with flow through the smaller channels that could
be realized by surface micromachining.

(a)

(b)

Figure 24 (a) Schematic showing a typical bulk micromachined structure
(b) A bulk micromachined cavity for a pressure sensor

2.3.2.3 LIGA-based and Laser-based Micro Machining Technique
Precision and ultra-precision mechanical, electro-discharge, LIGA-based, and
laser-based, micromachining techniques, are alternative techniques, each with their
specific application domains and relative merits. The most widespread of such processes
is “LIGA”[the acronym stems from the German expressions for the major process steps:
Lithography, Galvanoformung (electroforming) and Abformung (molding)]

[109, 110]

. The

LIGA technology provides unique advantages over other manufacturing methods in the
fabrication of microstructures. For example, structures with extreme high aspect ratios
(ratio between the height of a structure and the minimum lateral dimension) can be
fabricated; there are no limits concerning the two-dimensional shape of a device; with
advanced scanner systems, real three-dimensional structures can be fabricated; a broad
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range of materials (polymers, metals, ceramics) can be used, and partly movable, more
complex structures can be fabricated using so-called sacrificial layer techniques [111] .
The basic process consists of creating a polymer mold by lithography (often X-ray
lithography to create high aspect ratio structures)

[112, 113]

and then electroplating metal

into the mold cavities. A typical process flow is shown in Figure 25

[114]

and a LIGA

fabricated comb drive is shown in Figure 26 [106], which illustrates the small feature sizes
and tolerances that can be achieved by this technique.

Figure 25 Principle process steps for the fabrication of microstructures by the LiGA
technique
The idea of using a molding operation is not confined to electro-deposition. Other
materials, such as polycrystalline silicon and silicon carbide, can be deposited using
chemical vapor deposition [115, 116] and refractory ceramics structures have been created
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Figure 26 Detail of electroplated nickel finger-style electrodes separated from their
equilibrium position
by slurry processing methods. The advantage of such molding operations is that they
allow a much wider variety of materials to be considered for MEMS, beyond those
traditionally used in microelectronics. They also have the same advantage of bulk
micromachined parts in terms of the size of features that can be considered, however, the
materials restrict the capability to achieve high degrees of integration of mechanical and
electrical function. Although a wealth of experience has been accumulated for metal
plating, there is a significant need to refine the capabilities of this technology so as to be
able to achieve the very precise control of dimensions and material properties required
for MEMS applications.
2.3.3 Ceramic MEMS
Many measurement and control applications that require microsensor and
microactuator technologies are operated in the presence of harsh environments. Harsh
environments include locations of high temperatures, intense vibrations, erosive flows,
and/or corrosive media. Application fields characterized by harsh environments include,
for example, aerospace, micropropulsion, automotive, turbomachinery, oil well/logging
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equipment, industrial process control, nuclear power, and communication. For example,
optimized engine performance in aerospace and automotive systems requires a stable,
high-temperature material for solid-state sensors and electronics. The comprehensive
instrumentation needed to maximize the efficiency of gas turbine, rocket, and internal
combustion engines must be able to reliably monitor operating parameters in and around
combustion environments. This need includes the measurement of steady state and
transient phenomena (e.g., temperature, pressure, temperatures, acceleration, and flow
parameters), as well as monitoring of the by-products of the combustion process.
Silicon (Si) is well suited for a broad range of sensor and actuator applications but
is generally limited in electronic device performance to below 250 ºC and in mechanical
device performance to below 600 ºC (due to a decline in its elastic modulus with
increasing temperature).The bulky packaging required to keep Si-based micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) within operating limits (in practice, below 250 ºC) in hightemperature environments is both space and cost intensive, if not impractical, for many
applications. Consequently, for high-temperature MEMS applications (e.g., above 350
ºC), there is a need for semiconductors with good mechanical and thermal stability and a
wide band gap for stable electronic properties at elevated temperatures. Silicon carbide
(SiC) has these properties, as well as additional attractive features.
2.3.3.1 Silicon Carbide (SiC)
Silicon carbide (SiC) is a material that has attracted much attention for a long time,
particularly due to its wide band gap, its ability to operate at high temperatures, its
mechanical strength and its inertness to exposure in corrosive environments.
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When compared to Si, in terms of electronic properties, SiC exhibits a larger band
gap (2.3-3.4 eV), a higher breakdown field (30×105V/cm), a higher thermal conductivity
(3.2-4.9 W/cm K), and a higher saturation velocity (2 ×107cm/s) than Si

[117]

. SiC has

always been noted for its excellent mechanical properties, specifically, hardness and wear
resistance. In terms of hardness, SiC has a Knoop hardness of 2480 kg/mm2, which
compares favorably with values for other hard materials such as diamond (7000 kg/mm2)
and Al2O3 (2100 kg/mm2), and greatly exceeds that of Si (850 kg/mm2)

[118]

. SiC has a

wear resistance value of 9.15, as compared with 10 for diamond and 9.00 for Al2O3 [119].
In addition, SiC has a high Young's modulus (700 GPa), which is about 3.5 times greater
than the Young's modulus of Si (190 GPa). SiC is not etched by most acids, it can,
however, be etched by alkaline hydroxide bases (i.e. KOH) but only at molten
temperatures (600 ºC). SiC does not melt, but sublimes above 1800 ºC (Si melts at 1410
ºC). Although some techniques, such as photoelectrochemical etching (PEC) and Si bulk
machining technique have been developed for the SiC micro fabrication, in order to
realize SiC microstructures, micromachining technologies have to be developed. Owing
to its outstanding chemical stability, Bulk micromachining of SiC is very difficult. Laser
assisted photoelectrochemical etching (PEC) technique and Si bulk micromachining
techniques have been attempted to fabricate SiC sensors, Due to physical process
limitations, those micromachining techniques have not been used to fabricate complex
3D bulk micromachined structures from SiC [120, 121]. Moreover, deep reactive ion etching
(DRIE), which has enabled the fabrication of a new class of thick (100's of microns),
high-aspect-ratio Si MEMS structures, has not been demonstrated in SiC.
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An alternative approach to create 3D bulk micromachined SiC structures has
recently been developed [122]. This approach uses Si molds fabricated by DRIE combined
with poly-SiC deposition and Si etching to create microfabricated fuel atomizers with the
precision associated with Si DRIE.
The fabrication process is shown schematically in Figure 27. The fabrication
process begins with the growth and patterning of a SiO2 layer which is used as an etch
mask for the deepest sections of the mold. Photoresist is then deposited and patterned to
form a mask for the first etch. Then, the SiO2 mask is removed by etching in buffered HF.
The second etch is then performed to etch an additional thickness of Si. The photoresist
mask is then removed, and the Si mold is readied for poly-SiC deposition. A SEM
micrograph of the Si mold is shown in Figure 28 (a).

Figure 27 Cross-sectional schematics of the SiC fuel atomizer fabrication process
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(a)

(b)

Figure 28 SEM micrograph of (a) Si mold and (b) SiC fuel atomizer
Poly-SiC is deposited in a high-rate APCVD reactor using methyltrychlorosilane
(MTS) at a temperature of 1200 ºC and a deposition rate ranging from 20 to 50 mm/h.
The process was not selective to the mold surfaces, thus mechanical polishing with
diamond slurry was required to remove SiC from the field areas (top surfaces),
planarizing the bottom of the atomizer and exposing the exit orifice molding post. With
the field areas exposed, the SiC atomizer is released by dissolving the Si in a KOH
solution. A SEM micrograph of the SiC atomizer is shown in Figure 28 (b).
The SiC surface micromachining process which uses a poly-SiC structural layer
deposited on a polysilicon sacrificial layer has been developed recently [123]. This process
exploits the fact that SiC is highly resistant to Si etchant like KOH, however, because Si
wafers are used as substrates, a thin SiO2 layer is required on the Si wafer to provide
electrical isolation and to protect the wafer from the KOH release agent. An improved
process, using SiO2 as both a sacrificial layer and electrical isolation layer, is later
developed [124]. A schematic cross-section of the improved process and a SEM of a device
are shown in Figure 29.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 29 Surface micromachining process using SiC RIE, (a) Cross-sectional
schematics (b) SEM micrograph of a SiC lateral resonant structure [124]
A micromolding technique to pattern poly-SiC films has been developed

[125]

. In

many respects, this process is similar in concept to the molding technique used in bulk
micromachining, however, this process uses thin film molds fabricated on sacrificial
substrates in order to produce surface micromachined devices. A multilayer surface
micromachining process to fabricate SiC micromotors, which adapted a single-layer
micromolding technique, are shown in [126] (Figure 30).

Figure 30 SEM micrograph of a SiC micromotor fabricated using a multilayer surface
micromaching process based on micromolding.
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2.3.3.2 Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramics (LTCC)
Silicon carbide (SiC) has many advantages for high temperature MEMS
application. But its processing is time consuming, delicate and very expensive. For larger
structures, in the intermediate size (in the range from 10 to several hundred microns), it
would be desirable to have a material compatible with hybrid microelectronics, with the
right thermal, mechanical and electrical properties, easy to fabricate and inexpensive to
process. LTCC tapes or Green Tapes is such a material system.
LTCC tapes are glass-ceramic composite materials. The ceramic filler is usually
alumina, Al2O3, but it could be any other ceramic system, including high thermal
conductive BeO, Ferroelectric Perovskites, ferromagnetic spinels and “smart”
(photovoltaic-piezoelectric) ceramics. LTCC is a versatile material for the fabrication of
MEMS devices because of its many inherent advantages. The LTCC tapes in the pre-fired
state are soft, can be formed without difficulty and easily laminated to realize multilayer
structures. Hence special features like channels and three-dimensional structures can be
created. After firing the tape material becomes tough and highly rigid and small
structures can be machined only by using diamond tools and lasers. The comparison of
hybrid LTCC technology with basic MEMS technologies is listed in Table 3 [125].
3D MEMS structures are fabricated using multiple layers of green tapes [126]. Each
layer is fabricated in the green with whatever features are needed for the overall function
of 3D structure. The individual layers are then arranged in the proper order (stacked), and
placed in a registry to yield the desired structure. The location holes for registry and the
visa are usually punched. The highest number of laminated layers is as high as 80, but
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Table 3 Comparison of hybrid LTCC with various MEMS technologies

even higher numbers are being explored. The nominal thickness tolerance after casting is
1.5 µm for commercially available materials. In the green, the smallest punched cavity or
via hole at this moment is of the order of 25 µm in diameter. The grain size determines
the mean surface roughness of the fired ceramic is about 0.3 µm. The LTCC ceramics
shrinks upon sintering or heat-treating. A nominal DuPont alumina LTCC formulation
shrinks 12% in the x, y plane and 15% in the z-axis. The fracture strength of an alumina
formulation is 320 Mpa, the thermal conductivity of a nominal fired DuPont alumina
formulation is 3 W/mK, and the thermal expansion coefficient is 5.8 ppm/ °C [127].
From the description above, the LTCC is a kind of promising material for high
temperature MEMS fabrication, but the materials limit the oxidation resistance and
multifunctional application. Also, it is very difficult to obtain complex and delicate
structures from this material.
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3. POLYMER-CERAMIC CONVERSION OF LIQUID
POLYALUMINASILAZANES FOR SIALCN
3.1 Introduction
Si-based ceramics can be synthesized by thermal decomposition of polymeric
precursors

[15]

. This unique direct chemical-to-ceramic route has recently attracted great

attentions since it possesses many unique advantages over conventional powder-based
ceramic processing. For example, many unconventional structures, such as fibers [128, 129],
coatings

[130]

, ceramic matrix composites

mechanical systems (MEMS)

[10, 98]

[131, 132, 133]

and ceramic-based micro-electro-

can be easily fabricated by this technique. The

technique also offers a unique opportunity to manipulate compositions and structures,
thereby the properties, of ceramics at atomic/nano levels through tailoring the chemistry
of the precursors, thus, new materials with desired properties could be designed and
synthesized. Amorphous SiCN and SiBCN ceramics synthesized by this technique have
shown unique thermal stability

[17]

, creep resistance

[22, 23, 134 ]

and tunable electric

properties [135, 136]. Our recent study [24] demonstrated that SiAlCN ceramics thus obtained
possess extremely high resistance to oxidation and hot-corrosion. Since oxidation and
hot-corrosion are the most critical limits of using Si-based ceramics for high-temperature
structural components, this result suggests a possibility of developing a new class of high
temperature ceramics in Si-Al-C-N system.
Polyaluminasilazanes have attracted particular interest since they can be used as
precursors to synthesize ceramics in Si-Al-C-N quaternary system. The synthesis and
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ceramic conversion of polyaluminasilazanes was the subject of several previous studies.
Paciorek et al.

[137]

synthesized AlN-based ceramics containing different amounts of SiC,

Si3N4 and/or carbon by the preparation and pyrolysis of {[(Me3Si)2N]2AlNH2}2 and
{[(Me3Si)2N]2Al(NH2)2}3. In both cases the ceramic yields were poor. Paine and coworkers

[138]

prepared a solid solution of AlN and SiC at temperatures below 900 oC by

pyrolysis of the adduct formed between (Me3Si)3Al and ammonia. Interrante and coworkers

[139]

showed that by pyrolyzing a precursor mixture of polycarbosilanes and

(Et2AlNH2)3, either AlN/SiC solid solution or AlN and SiC mixture ceramics can be
obtained, depending on pyrolysis rate. Boury and Seyferth

[ 140 , 141 ]

synthesized

polyaluminasilazanes by reacting (CH3SiHNH)n with Al(CH3)3, AlH3, (CH3CH2)3Al, or
(CH3)2AlNH2; and demonstrated that various ceramics in Si-C-N-Al system can be
obtained by pyrolysis of these precursors with high ceramic yields. However, these
previous studies did not provide detailed characterization of the polymer-ceramic
conversions during pyrolysis.
In this work, we report the study on the pyrolysis conversion of liquid
polyaluminasilazanes to amorphous SiAlCN ceramics. The polyaluminasilazane
polymers were synthesized by reacting a commercially available polysilazane with
aluminum isopropoxide. The liquid nature of the polyaluminasilazanes allows the use of
hybrid technologies for fabricating SiAlCN ceramics into useful forms. This current
study focused on the understanding of material evolution during polymer-to-ceramic
conversion using Fourier transformation infrared spectrometry (FTIR) and solid-state
NMR. It was found that aluminum content exhibited remarkable effect on the structural
evolution of otherwise pure SiCN. During the preparation of this current paper, detailed
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NMR studies on the structural change of several aluminum-modified polysilazanes and
polysilylcarbodiimides during thermolysis were reported by Berger et al.[142]. In contrast
to ref.[142], here we report the results from ceramics prepared from different precursors;
more importantly, our work reports the effect of Al-content on the structures and
structural evolution.
3.2 Experiments
Commercially available polyureamethylvinylsilazane (Ceraset, Kion Corporation,
USA) and aluminum isopropoxide (Al(OCH(CH3)2)3) (AIs, Alfa Aesar, USA) were used
as starting materials. Ceraset as received is a pale yellow liquid; and AIs is a white
powder. Both materials were used as received without further purification.
Figure 31 shows the chemical structure of Ceraset cited by the supplier

[143, 144]

and confirmed by previous study [145].
H3C
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H3C
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Si
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Si
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HN
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R, R’= H, CH=CH2; n =1 ~ 20

Figure 31 Chemical structure of Ceraset
The polyaluminasilazanes were prepared using following procedure. First, AIs
powders were dissolved in liquid Ceraset at room temperature while magnetically stirring.
A small amount of gas evaporation was observed during the mixing. The solution
obtained was then transported to a vacuum oven and heat-treated at 150 oC for 4 hrs. A
relatively large amount of gas was released at this temperature. The gas released was
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analyzed with MS (HP GC6890-MS5973) equipped with a Quadra-pole mass selector.
The reaction product remained liquid; and the viscosity of the liquid was higher than that
of original Ceraset, indicating a certain degree of cross-linking occurred due to the
reaction. Three polyaluminasilazanes containing different amount of aluminum were
synthesized and listed in Table 4. The resultant polyaluminasilazanes were characterized
by FTIR (Perkin Elmer Spectrum One). Each newly prepared liquid polyaluminasilazane
was then pyrolyzed by heat-treatment at temperatures up to 1000 oC in dry N2 of 0.1 MPa
pressure. The weight losses during heat-treatment were measured by TGA (TG50,
Mettler); and the results suggest all three precursors exhibit high ceramic yield, ~70wt%,
close to that of pure Ceraset. The compositions of the synthesized ceramics were
analyzed and listed in Table 4 too. It can be seen that with increased Al-content, Ncontent increased but C-content decreased.
Table 4 Precursors and pyrolyzed ceramics
Symptoms for
precursors
CER-5AIs
CER-10AIs
CER-20AIs

Starting materials
(CER:AIs weight ratio)
9.5:0.5
9:1
8:2

Ceramic
compositions
SiAl0.02C0.84N0.90
SiAl0.04C0.83N0.93
SiAl0.08C0.80N0.95

Ceramic yield
(%) at 1000 oC
70
70
69

In order to understand the material evolution during heat-treatment, the samples
heated at different temperatures were analyzed with FTIR and solid state NMR. For
liquid phase samples, FTIR spectra were obtained by placing the liquid on NaCl plates;
and for solid samples, FTIR spectra were obtained using pellets made from the mixture of
the solid powders and dried KBr powders. High resolution 27Al and 29Si solid sate magic
angle spinning (MAS) NMR experiments were carried out on a Chemagnetics 300 MHz
Infinity spectrometer at Larmor frequencies of 78.2 and 59.6 MHz for
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27

Al and

29

Si,

respectively. A standard CP/MAS probe with a 7.5-mm pencil rotor system was used. A
sample spin rate of 5kHz was used for every experiment reported. All the

27

Al and

29

Si

spectra were acquired using a standard single pulse sequence with a tip angle of about 45
degrees and a recycle delay time of 0.5s (27Al) and 10s (29Si) with accumulation numbers
varied between several hundred to 30,000 scans. The

27

Al chemical shifts were

referenced to hydrated Al ion Al(H2O)6+3 (1M Aluminum nitrate) and the

29

Si chemical

shifts were referenced to tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)silane TTMS.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Synthesis of Polyalumonasilazanes
The synthesized polyaluminasilazanes were characterized by FTIR. Figure 32
compares FTIR spectra for (a) Ceraset as obtained, (b) Ceraset + 10wt% AIs mixed at
room temperature and (c) Ceraset + 10wt% AIs heat-treated at 150 oC. The spectrum of
Ceraset is similar to that reported previously [145]. The bands ascribed to vinylsilyl groups
(H2C=CHSi) are the C-H vibration at 3047 cm-1 and the C=C stretching at 1591 cm-1.
The bands attributed to Si-NH-Si groups are N-H stretching at 3374 cm-1 and Si-N
vibration at 1160 cm-1. The bands related to Si-CH3 groups are the characteristic band at
1253 cm-1 and methyl vibrations at 2954 and 2896 cm-1. A strong band at 2111 cm-1 is
assingned to Si-H. The broad bands between 640 to 1000 cm-1 result from the mixture of
two bonds: Si-N and Si-C. The spectrum of Ceraset + 10 wt% AIs mixed at room
temperature shows almost the same characteristics as that of pure Ceraset. The FTIR
spectrum of the mixture heat-treated at 150 oC is significantly different from that of pure
Ceraset. The intensities of absorption bands ascribed to N-H, Si-CH3, vinylsilyl group
and Si-H are all significantly reduced. The broad bonds between 640 to 1000 cm-1
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exhibited in original Ceraset spectrum shift to 700 to 1200 cm-1 and split into three peaks
centered at 1030, 900 and 760 cm-1, respectively.

Transmittance (a.u.)

(c)

(b)

(a)

4000 3600 3200 2800 2400 2000 1600 1200 800
Wavenumbers (cm-1)

400

Figure 32 FTIR spectra of (a) Ceraset as obtained, (b) CER-10AIs mixed at room
temperature and (c) CER-10AIs heat-treated at 150 oC
The gaseous phase evaporated at 150 oC was characterized by MS. The results
indicated that gaseous phase is predominantly isopropoxide alcohol (HOCH(CH3)2). This
result suggests the following reaction occurred between Ceraset and AIs at 150 oC:
N-H (in Ceraset) + Al-O-CH(CH3)2  N-Al + H-O-CH(CH3)2.

3- 1

The formation of Al-N units through dehydrocoupling is a favored reaction [140, 141].
3.3.2 Pyrolysis of Polyaluminasilazane
Polymer-ceramic conversion process of the synthesized polyaluminasilazanes was
first studied using FTIR. Figure 33 is FTIR spectra of the CER-10AIs heat-treated at
different temperatures. At temperatures  600 oC, the spectra are similar to that obtained
at 150 oC, except that the intensities of absorption bands related to Si-CH3 group (1253,
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2954 and 2896 cm-1) and Si-H bond (2114 cm-1) are further reduced, which can be
explained by the evaporation of H2 and methyl group as observed in pure Ceraset

[145]

.

Another noticeable change during this temperature range is that the absorption band
attributed to C=C bond (1600) has disappeared due to the polymerization reaction of
vinyl group at T > 250 oC

[145]

. When temperatures  800 oC, the bands from Si-CH3

group have completely disappeared. However, the Si-H absorption band is present even
at 1000 oC and subsequently the elemental analysis revealed the present of H in the final
ceramics obtained at 1000 oC. The absorption band attributed to C=C bond (1600) appear
again and the intensity increases with increasing temperature. The absorption bands in the
lower wavenumeber range (<1400 cm-1), which covers Si-C, Si-N, Al-N and C-C [146, 147,
148, 149]

, highly overlap at high temperatures, suggesting mixture of the bonds.
Further characterization of the structures of pyrolyzed products was carried out

using solid-state NMR (29Si and

27

Al). Figure 34 shows

29

Si solid-state NMR spectra of

the CER-10AIs precursor heat-treated at different temperatures. The spectrum of the
CER-10AIs heated at 350 oC exhibits two signals centered at 8 and –11 ppm, respectively.
The signal at 8 ppm can be assigned to SiC3N units

[150]

, whereas SiC2N2 or SiHCN2

groups, which are pre-existed in Ceraset structures (see Figure 31), are responsible for the
peak at -11 ppm

[150, 151]

. Formation of the SiC3N unit, which is not existed in original

Ceraset structure (see Figure 31), can be explained by the following cross-linking
reaction of Ceraset between 250 to 350 oC as proposed previously [145]:
CH3 + NSiC2N  SiC3N + NH3()
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3- 2
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Figure 33 FTIR spectra of CER-10AIs heat-treated at (a) 350, (b) 600, (c) 800 and (d)
1000 oC.
Heating samples to 600 oC results in decreasd intensity of SiC3N and SiC2N2
signals, meanwhile two new peaks appear at -34 and –50 ppm. These new resonance can
be attributed to SiCN3 (-34 ppm) and SiN4 (-50 ppm) groups, respectively

[144]

. The

formation of SiCN3 and SiN4 unit can be explained by the thermal decomposition
reaction of Ceraset occurred at 550 to 600 oC, which results in the release of CH3 and H2
[145]

gases

. The new units form at the expense of SiC3N created during cross-linking and

Si-H/Si-CH3, as suggested by FTIR spectra (Figure 33). Upon heat-treatment upto 600 oC,
the

29

Si resonances corresponding to different groups do not overlap with each other,

suggesting the transition from polymeric preceramic structure to ceramic amorphous is
not yet completed at this stage. The signal ascribed to the SiC2N2 unit is dominant up to
600 oC, suggesting the backbone structure of original Ceraset is retained up to this
temperature.
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Figure 34 29 Si solid-state NMR spectra of the Ceraset-10AIs heat-treated at different
temperatures.
Further heating of the polyaluminasilazanes to 800 oC causes the signal intensity
of SiC3N (0 ppm) and SiN4 (-48 to –50 ppm) moieties to decrease significantly;
meanwhile the intensity of the SiCN3 signal (-37 ppm) increases to the level as strong as
the SiC2N2 peak (-21 ppm). Upon heating samples to 1000 oC, the signal from SiCN3
becomes higher than that for SiC2N2. These changes in NMR spectra suggest that the
SiC3N and SiN4 units formed earlier during cross-linking and earlier stages of thermal
decomposition convert to more stable SiCN3 units. This result reflects the completion of
thermal decomposition and the onset of full transformation of the preceramic network
into the amorphous ceramics which is observed at 800 oC. Further increase in the
intensity of SiCN3 signal at expense of SiC2N2 suggests the structural rearrangement at
1000 oC.
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Figure 35 27Al solid-state NMR spectra of precursor CER-10AIs heat-treated at different
temperatures.
Figure 35 shows 27Al solid-state NMR spectra of the CER-10AIs precursor heattreated at different temperatures. The spectra obtained at lower temperatures (350 and
600 oC) show a single peak centered at 51 ppm, corresponding to AlN5 structure
154 ]

. At 800 oC, the new peak (8 ppm) corresponding to AlN6

[152, 153, 154]

[152, 153,

appears,

meanwhile the intensity of the peak at 51 ppm decreases. Further increasing temperature
to 1000 oC, the signal corresponding to AlN5 is totally disappeared and the final ceramic
contains AlN6 units only. The results suggest that AlN6 is the stable unit within the final
amorphous structure, which is different from what reported in ref.

[142]

where AlN4 was

found to be major units. Again, the structural rearrangement occurred at temperatures
higher than 800 oC.
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Based on above FTIR and NMR spectra, we can draw following pictures that
describe the structure of amorphous ceramic obtained from CER-10AIs: the structure is
amorphous consisting of SiCN3 and SiC2N2 as major building units; the structure also
contains small amount of SiC3N and SiN4 and C-C and C=C. The Al formed AlN6 units.
These units were connected through C-C/C=C bonds or by shearing N.
3.3.3 Effect of Al-content on Structures
In order to illustrate the effect of Al-content, the structures of the amorphous
ceramics obtained at 1000 oC were characterized using solid-state NMR. Figure 36 shows
29

Si NMR spectra of the ceramics containing different amount of Al. The significant

effect of Al-content on the structure of amorphous ceramics is evident from the spectra.
While the SiC2N2 unit (-20 ppm) is the major building block for the ceramic synthesized
from pure Ceraset, the material also contains significant amount of SiC3N (0 ppm) and
SiCN3 (-38 ppm) units. When Al is added, the amount of SiC3N units significantly
decreased, but the amount of SiCN3 units increases at the expense of SiC3N and SiC2N2.
With increasing Al-content, the more SiC3N and SiC2N2 transform to SiCN4. For
ceramics synthesized from CER-20AIs containing 0.08 Al (SiAlCN-20), the SiCN3 units
become dominant. This phenomenon can be attributed to the presence of Al which
stabilized the nitrogen, resulting in the increased N-content (see Table 4).
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Figure 36 29Si solid-state NMR spectra of the ceramics obtained at 1000 oC from pure
Ceraset (SiAlCN-0), CER-5AIs (SiAlCN-5), CER-10AIs (SiAlCN-10) and CER-20AIs
(SiAlCN-20).
Figure 37 compares

27

Al NMR spectra of SiAlCN-10 and SiAlCN-20. It can be

seen that in SiAlCN-10 all aluminums hexa-coordinated with N; while in SiAlCN-20,
aluminums form both penta- and hexa-coordinated structures. The transition of AlN5
formed at earlier stage into the more stable AlN6 requires significant structural
rearrangement and only occurred at higher temperatures (> 800 oC, see Figure 37). Such
transition becomes more difficult when the Al-content is high.
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Figure 37 27Al solid-state NMR spectra of the ceramics synthesized at 1000 oC from
precursor CER-10AIs and CER-20AIs.
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4 ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF SiCNs
The overall objective of this research is to establish relationships among
processing, structure, and electronic conductivity properties of polymer-derived ceramics.
The results from the research will be useful for further materials design for polymerderived multifunctional ceramics. Such understanding will also enable exploitation of
these materials for potential applications in the areas of high temperature electronic
materials and high temperature MEMS. In this section, electronic properties of SiCN
samples with varying compositions and annealed temperature will be discuss in detailed.
4.1 Sample preparation
4.1.1 Silicon Carbonitride (SiCN)
The SiCN precursor materials are prepared by mixing commercially available
polyureamethylvinylsilazane (Ceraset, Kion Corporation, USA) with thermal initiatordicumyl peroxide (Acros Organics) by magnetically stirring at room temperature. The
precursor polymer is then cross-linked at 150 C in an oil bath; continued to treat at 350
C with the protection of flowing nitrogen, and fine powders are obtained by high-energy
ball milling for 30 minutes. The fine powder is pressed to compact disc in stainless die,
and SiCN semiconductor ceramics are obtained by pyrolysis of the pressed compacts at
1000 C for 4 hours.
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4.1.2 Silicoaluminum Carbonitride (SiAlCN)
The different weight ratio Aluminum Isopropoxide (Al [OCH (CH3) 2] 3 powder
(Alfa Aesar, USA) is dissolved in liquid ceraset at 70-80 C by magnetic stirring, after
obtain colorless transparent liquid, continued to cross-link in high temperature tube
furnace at 350 C with the protection of flowing nitrogen. Then, the solid polymer is
crushed to the fine powders by high-energy ball milling for 30 minutes, pressed fine
powder to compacts and heat treated at 1000 C to convert precursor polymer to SiAlCN
ceramics and annealed the ceramics at the temperature of 1200 C, 1300 C and 1400 C,
respectively. Flowing nitrogen protects all treatment and annealing processes.
4.2 Current–voltage (I-V) characteristics
I–V measurement is one of the most simple, and meanwhile the most used
technique to determine the basic electric characteristics of semiconductor materials.
For preparation of testing samples, the surfaces of the SiCN samples were
polished and cleaned. Conducting silver paste was then coated on both sides of samples
as electrolytes.
I–V curves of SiCN samples pyrolyzed at 1000 ºC are shown in Figure 38. I-V
curves for SiCNs with 4 wt% and 6 wt% thermal initiator are straight lines, suggesting
they exhibit typical ohmic behavior. Conductivities of these samples are calculated from
the curves:
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Figure 38 I-V curves of SiCN pyrolyzed at 1000 ºC. (a) without thermal initiator, (b) with
4 % thermal initiator, (c) with 6 % thermal initiator, and (d) with 10 % thermal initiator
The hysteresis-like behavior was observed from the SiCNs without and with 10
wt% thermal initiator, which was caused by charging effects, occurred at very low
measured currents but was eliminated at higher currents.
I-V curves of SiCNs annealed at 1400 ºC are shown in Figure 39. Similar to
Figure 38, typical ohmic behavior is observed for SiCN samples with 4wt% and 6wt%
thermal initiator.
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The capacitance behavior still can be observed from the SiCN sample with 10wt%
thermal initiator. Linear I-V curve of SiCN sample without thermal initiator occurred at
high measuring voltage (Figure 39 (a)), but capacitance behavior still appear at low
measuring voltage (Figure 40).

Figure 39 I-V dependence of SiCN annealed at 1400 ºC. (a) without thermal initiator, (b)
with 4 % thermal initiator, (c) with 6 % thermal initiator and (d) with 10 % thermal
initiator
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Figure 40 I-V curve for SiCN without thermal initiator annealed at 1400 °C, at low
voltage measurement
4.3 Impedance Spectrum Analysis
4.3.1 Introduction
Impedance technique was related to a well-developed branch of ac theory
concerned with the response of a given circuit to an ac voltage as a function of frequency.
For an ac, a voltage E (volts) applied to a circuit, the resultant current I (amps) measured,
and the impedance Z (ohms) can be related using following:
E = IZ

4- 1

Here, the impedance Z is the ac equivalent of resistance. The vector expression for ac
impedance is:
Z Total = Z' + j Z"

4- 2

Here, Z' is the real part of the impedance vector, j Z" is the imaginary part, and j=  1 .
The absolute magnitude of the impedance vector can be expressed as:
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Z = [(Z')2 + (Z")2] 1/2

4- 3

and the phase is defined by:
tan θ= Z"/Z'

4- 4

The impedance measurements of a material give us data having both resistive
(real part) and reactive (imaginary part) components, which can provide a true picture of
the material properties.
Phenomenologically, a resistance (R) represents the dissipative component of the
dielectric response, while a capacitance (C) and inductor (L) describe the storage
component of the material. The overall admittance of a parallel (RC) circuit is given by
the sum of conductance and capacitance contributions:
(1/Z) = (1/R) + (jωC)

4- 5

The complex impedance can be separated into real and imaginary parts by algebraic rules:
Z real = (R/[1+(ωRC)2]
Z img = − (ωR2C [1+ (ωRC)2])

4- 6

The overall impedance of series of circuit (RL) is given by the sum of resistance and
inductor contributions,
Z = R + jωL

4- 7

Analysis of the impedance data is often carried out using the Nyquist plot (−Z img vs Zreal).
4.3.2 Experimental Procedure and Result Analysis
Impedance measurements were carried out using LF impedance analyzer
(Hewlett-Packard, Model: 4192 A) over a range of frequencies (5 Hz –13 MHz).
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Figure 41 showed impedance spectrum of SiCN with different thermal initiator
and heat-treated at 1000 ºC. The impedance spectra are all characterized by the
appearance of semicircular arcs.
The intercept of the semicircular arc with the real axis gives us an estimate of the
bulk resistance of the material. It can be seen that the bulk resistances for SiCNs without
and with 10 wt% thermal initiator are much higher than those for the SiCN samples with
4wt and 6 wt% thermal initiator. The single semicircular arcs for the SiCNs of 0 wt%, 4
wt% and 6 wt% thermal initiator show positive image part, thus can be conributed to a
parallel combination of resistance and capacitance. The appearance of impedance pattern
for the SiCN with 6wt % thermal initiator displays a semicircular arc with a negative
image part, which can be represented by a series combination of resistance and inductor.
The circuit model that was used to fit the curve is shown in Figure 42.
The values of circuit elements can be obtained by curve fitting the impedance
spectra. The results are list in Table 5. These results suggest that more conducting phases
existed in the SiCN with 4wt% and 6wt% thermal initiator; continually conducting
phases make the samples convert from insulator to conductor.
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Figure 41 Impedance spectrum of SiCN pyrolyzed at 1000 ºC. (a) without thermal
initiator, (b) with 4 % thermal initiator, (c) with 6 % thermal initiator and (d) with 10 %
thermal initiator

C1
R2

L1

R1

Figure 42 Equivalent circuit of SiCN pyrolyzed at 1000 ºC
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Table 5 Values of the equivalent electrical circuit parameters of SiCN samples pyrolyzed
at 1000 ºC
Thermal initiator Content (wt%)

R1 (Ω)

R2 (Ω)

C1 (F)

L1 (H)

0

7.0E6

0

6.45E-12

0

4

175

470

9.94E-11

0

6

50

0

1.03E-10

10

1.4E7

0

6E-12

9.632E-6
0

Figure 43 shows impedance spectra of SiCNs with different thermal initiators
annealed at 1400 ºC. The appearance of a second semicircular arc can be noticed. Two
semicircular arcs in the impedance pattern can also be modeled in terms of an equivalent
electrical circuit, which comprised a series combination of two parallel R-C circuits, as
shown in Figure 44. Values of circuit elements can be obtained by curve fitting
impedance spectra. The results are listed in Table 6. Similar results were observed for all
the samples, which indicated the same microstructures in all the SiCN simples after
annealed in 1400 ºC.
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Figure 43 Impedance spectrum of SiCN annealed at 1400 ºC. (a) without thermal
initiator, (b) with 4 % thermal initiator, (c) with 6 % thermal initiator and (d) with 10 %
thermal initiator

C1

C2

R1

R2

Figure 44 Equivalent circuit of SiCN annealed at 1400 ºC
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Table 6 Values of the equivalent electrical circuit parameters of SiCN samples annealed
at 1400 ºC
Thermal initiator Content (wt%)

R1 (Ω)

C1 (F)

R2 (Ω)

C2 (F)

0

3000

1.028E-11

1450

1.942E-9

4

1600

1.026E-11

1710

1.443E-9

6

36400

1.22E-11

15600

8.65E-10

10

1723

2.3E-11

2727

1.1E-9

4.3.3 Discuss
From the investigation of impedance, the conductivity of the SiCN can be
incorporated into a circuit as shown in Figure 45. Basically, there are three kinds of paths
in such a structure for SiCN: (1) continuous conductive paths (CCPs), discontinuous
conductive paths (DCPs), and ``insulator'' conductive paths (ICPs). The CCPs are the
continuously connected conducting chains. The discontinuous conductive paths are
conducting chains blocked by the insulator phases. Apart from the DCPs and CCPs, the
continuous amorphous SiCN matrix, acts as ``insulator'' paths (ICPs).

Figure 45 Typical electric conducting model for SiCN
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For conducting SiCN samples pyrolyzed at 1000 ºC, the conduction was
dominated by continuous conductive paths (CCPs) and discontinuous conductive paths
(DCPs), because the capacitance of ``insulator'' conductive paths (ICPs) is so low that it
is very difficult to obtain a complete high-frequency capacitive loop within the frequency
limit of the equipments. In this case, the equivalent circuit model can be depicted as
Figure 46.

Figure 46 Equivalent circuit model for conducting SiCN pyrolyzed at 1000 ºC
The equivalent circuit model can also be further simplified into Figure 47 and
impedance spectrum was shown in Figure 48. Based on the circuit model of Figure 46
and Figure 47, the relationship among circuit elements can be described as following:
C1  (1  RCP / RCCP ) 2 C DP
C DP  C1 [ R1 /( R 0  R1 )] 2

4- 8

Figure 47 Conventional equivalent circuit of the simplified model as shown in
Figure 46
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Figure 48Typical impedance spectrum based on conventional equivalent model

The total impedance (Z) of SiCN annealed at 1400 ºC would be expressed as Eq
4-9 and 4-10, and equivalent circuit can be described as Figure 49.
Z  1 /(1 / Z CCP  1 / Z DCP  1 / Z ICP )
And, Z  1 /{ jC Icp  1 / RCCP  1 /[ R Dcp  1 /( jC Dcp )]}

4- 9
4- 10

Figure 49 Equivalent circuit model for SiCN
The above equivalent circuit can also be transformed into a conventional circuit
(Figure 50) if the continuous conductive paths (CCPs) is relatively low, and the
conventional circuit can give out typical spectrum with two capacitive loops as Figure 51,
which is exactly the same with the impedance spectrum of SiCN annealed at 1400 ºC.
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Figure 50 Conventional circuit model for SiCN
The first loop in the high-frequency region was related to the capacitance and
resistance of the ``insulator'' conductive paths (ICPs); while the second capacitive loop in
the intermediate and low frequency range would mainly be caused by the capacitance of
the discontinuous conductive paths (DCPs).

Figure 51 Theoretical impedance spectrum based on the equivalent circuit model as
shown in Figure 49 and Figure 50
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4.4 Temperature Dependence of d.c. Conductivity
4.4.1 Experimental Procedure
For the measurement of electrical properties, SiCNs were prepared by powder
route using following procedure. First, different ratios of thermal initiator (dicumyl
peroxide) powder were dissolved in liquid Ceraset at room temperature by magnetically
stirring. The obtained mixtures were then solidified at 150 C in an oil bath followed by
heat-treatment at 350 C with the protection of flowing nitrogen. The obtained solid was
crushed by high-energy ball milling into fine powders. The powders were then
compressed into discs under uniaxial pressure in a stainless die. The discs were then
pyrolyzed and annealed at 1000 C and 1400 C respectively.
For high temperature measurement, the SiCN samples were cut to the strips with
the dimension about 10mm × 4mm × 3mm by diamond saw followed by polishing all
surfaces. Figure 52 shows the connection for electrolytes. First, platinum wires were
attached on both ends of the strip using graphic adhesive (Graphic-bond 55 RN), the
graphic adhesive was then cured at the temperature of 180 C.
SiCN strip
Pt wire

Graphite

Zircon paste

Figure 52 Joint configuration for high temperature d.c. conductivity measurement
After that, a layer of zircon cerment (13 zircon paste) was coated on the top of
graphic joint, followed by curing at 80 C for 4 hours.
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High temperature d.c. conductivity measurements were carried out in a high
temperature tube furnace. The measurement circle was shown in Figure 53.

VCC
Vc
Rf
R2
Vrs
Rsicn

R1
C1
C2
0.1uF 0.1uF

Vs

Figure 53 Measurement circle for high temperature d.c. conductivity measurement
4.4.2 Results & Discussion
Figure 54-Figure 57 showed the conductivity of polymer-derived SiCNs with
different thermal initiator as a function of temperature. All samples show an increase in
σdc with rising temperature and a nonlinear conductivity behavior can be observed.
Therefore, these SiCN ceramics can be regarded as amorphous semiconductors.

Figure 54 Temperature dependence of d.c. conductivity of SiCN-0 wt% thermal initiator
pyrolyzed at 1000 °C
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Figure 55 Temperature dependence of d.c. conductivity of SiCN-4 wt% thermal initiator
pyrolyzed at 1000 °C

Figure 56 Temperature dependence of d.c. conductivity of SiCN-6 wt% thermal initiator
pyrolyzed at 1000 °C
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Figure 57 Temperature dependence of d.c. conductivity of SiCN-10 wt% thermal initiator
pyrolyzed at 1000 °C
According to Heywang,

[155]

the temperature dependence of the d.c.-conductivity

σ dc of amorphous semiconductors can be described as follows. In the case kT <<E gap (k:
Boltzmann constant, E

gap:

energy gap between Fermi level and conducting band), σ dc

follows the Mott law:
1

 dc   0 e

(

T0 4
)
T

4- 11

Although other mechanisms of conduction have been proposed,

[ 156 ]

variable

range hopping is supposed to be the explanation for this temperature behavior.

[ 157 ]

Variable range hopping means single-phonon-assisted jumps of charge carriers near the
Fermi level. Multiphonon-assisted jumps, however, lead to the same kind of temperature
dependence. [158]
In the case kT >>E gap, charge carriers in the conducting band determines the
temperature dependence of the d.c.-conductivity and an Arrhenius behavior follows,

 dc   0 e

(

E
)
kT

4- 12
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Where, ∆E is the activation energy (energy gap between Fermi level and conducting
band).
Figure 58 compared the effect of the thermal initiator on the electric conductivity
of SiCNs annealed at 1400 °C. There have similar electrical conductivity characteristics
for SiCN with 4wt% and 6wt% of thermal initiator and that of SiCN without and with
10wt% of thermal initiator. Nonlinear conductivity behaviors with positive temperature
coefficient also can be observed, as shown in Figure 59.

Figure 58 Temperature dependence of d.c. conductivity of SiCN annealed at 1400 °C
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Figure 59 Temperature dependence of d.c. conductivity of SiCN-4 wt% thermal initiator
annealed at 1400 °C

4.5 Structure Investigation
4.5.1 Raman spectroscopy
The purpose of Raman spectroscopy measurement is to investigate the formation
and nature of free carbon in structure rearrangement after pyrolysis. There is a definite
difference in the electronic structures between diamond (sp3 carbon) and graphite (sp2
carbon), although both of them are allotropes of carbon element; that is, the former is a
typical insulator with a large energy gap, while the latter is semimetallic as described by
two-dimensional (2D) itinerant electron system. In most cases of disordered carbons that
are defined as sp2/sp3 mixed carbon, the increase in the sp2 carbon ratio tends to establish
the graphitic structure (clustering of sp2 sites), which favors the itinerant electron
character as confirmed by high conductivity and large diamagnetism.
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In recent years, Raman spectroscopy has become one of the most sensitive
methods for the characterization of the different modifications of free carbon

[159, 160,161]

.

Raman spectra of the polysilazane reacting with different weight ratio of thermal initiator,
and pyrolyzed at 1000 ºC were shown in Figure 60. For the sample with 4wt% thermal
initiator, two bands, at 1600 and 1280 cm-1, can be observed obviously in the spectrum,
which are caused by amorphous Sp2-hybridized carbon

[162]

. These two bands were also

observed in the spectrum of other samples, suggesting the appearance of Sp2 carbon.

Figure 60 Raman spectra of the polysilazane reacting with different weight ratio of
thermal initiator, and pyrolyzed at 1000 ºC. (a) without (b) 4 wt% (c) 6 wt% (d) 10 wt%
of thermal initiator
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Figure 61 Raman spectra of the polysilazane reacting with different weight ratio of
thermal initiator, and annealed at 1400 ºC. (a) without (b) 4 wt% (c) 6 wt% (d) 10 wt%
of thermal initiator

Figure 62 Raman spectra of the polysilazane reacting with different weight ratio of
Aluminum Isopropoxid and thermal initiator, and pyrolyzed at 1000 ºC. (a) 5 wt%
Aluminum Isopropoxid without thermal initiator (b) 5 wt% Aluminum Isopropoxid and 4
wt% thermal initiator (c) 10 wt% Aluminum Isopropoxid and 4 wt% thermal initiator
Raman spectra of the same samples annealed 1400 ºC at were shown in Figure 63.
It can be observed obviously that free carbon peaks occur in all the samples. Those
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results suggest that the sample sp2-hybridized carbon can be survived after annealing at
1400 ºC.
The Raman spectra of polyaluminasilazanes containing different amounts of
aluminum and thermal initiator and pyrolyzed at 1000 ºC was shown in Figure 62.
Similar results were observed for all the samples with Aluminum doping; sp2 carbon still
can be found in the samples pyrolyzed at 1000 ºC.
After annealing at 1400 ºC, Raman spectra were shown in Figure 63. The bands
of 1600 and 1280 cm-1 related to Sp2-hybridized carbon can be observed in the spectrum
of all the three samples. Those results suggest that after aluminum doping, similar
resultant structures related to Sp2-hybridized carbon are obtained.

Figure 63 Raman spectra of the polysilazane reacting with different weight ratio of
Aluminum Isopropoxid and thermal initiator, and annealed at 1400 ºC. (a) 5 wt%
Aluminum Isopropoxid without thermal initiator (b) 5 wt% Aluminum Isopropoxid and 4
wt% thermal initiator (c) 10 wt% Aluminum Isopropoxid and 4 wt% thermal initiator
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4.5.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy
In order to illustrate the effect of thermal initiator content, the structures of the
amorphous ceramics obtained at 1000 oC are characterized using 13C and 29 Si solid-state
NMR. Figure 64 shows 13C NMR spectra of the ceramics containing different amounts of
thermal initiator. There is no significant difference between the spectra. The signal at

Figure 64

13

C solid-state NMR spectra of the ceramics obtained at 1000 oC from (a)

without thermal initiator, (b) 4 wt% of thermal initiator, (c) 6 wt% of thermal initiator
and (d) 10 wt% of thermal initiator
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Figure 65

29

Si solid-state NMR spectra of the ceramics obtained at 1000 oC from (a)

without thermal initiator, (b) 4 wt% of thermal initiator, (c) 6 wt% of thermal initiator
and (d) 10 wt% of thermal initiator
120 ppm, which is characterized by a broad chemical shift tensor causing strong
rotational sidebands, indicates a high amount of Sp2 carbon phase in the form of clusters
[45, 145, 163, 164]

.

Figure 65 (29Si) shows that the SiC2N2 unit (-20 ppm) is the major building block
for SiCN ceramic; the material also contains of SiC3N (0 ppm) and SiCN3 (-38 ppm)
units.
4.5.3 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), also know as electron spin resonance
(ESR) can be defined as resonant absorption of microwave energy in paramagnetic
species by transition of the spin of an unpaired electron from one energy level to the next
in the presence of a strong magnetic field. Electron paramagnetic resonance specifically
occurs in paramagnetic molecules. i.e., molecules with unpaired electrons (e.g., free
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radicals, transition metals, and synthetic stable free radicals). Consider the electron as a
small negatively charged object possessing a quantum mechanical property that is
analogous to spinning on its axis. This “spin”S is limited to 2S + 1 discrete states. For an
unpaired electron, there are only two possible spin states, considered as spins in opposite
directions. The value of S taken along a specified direction (Ms) is then +

1
1
or - . The
2
2

spin states of an electron are usually labeled by their values of Ms. In the presence of an
applied magnetic field, the quantum nature of the unpaired electron restricts it to two
possible orientations (and hence two different energy states), parallel (Ms = +

parallel (Ms = -

1
) or anti2

1
) to the field with an energy difference, ΔE, as described in Equ.4-10 .
2

This is known as Zeeman splitting. Electromagnetic radiation, with a frequency
corresponding to the difference in energy between these two energy states, can induce
transitions of the electron between these energy states. EPR spectroscopy uses the
existence of these two different energy states in a magnetic field to give an absorption
spectrum based on these transitions.
The basic equation for an energy level transition (resonance absorption) for an
unpaired electron is:
E  h   g  B  H

4- 13

Where,
ΔE = the energy difference between the two energy states
h = Plank’s constant
ν= frequency of electromagnetic radiation
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g = g factor
B = Bohr magneton. In EPR spectroscopy, the Bohr magneton is usually expressed as
9.274 x10-28 J/G. (10,000 G = 1 Tesla)
H = Resonance magnetic field
We can express this in terms of an energy level diagram as Figure 66:

Hr
E

M= 1/2

α
H = gBHr
β
M= -1/2

Figure 66 An energy level diagram for EPR resonance absorption
For experimental convenience in ESR spectroscopy, microwave irradiation of a
constant frequency is used and the magnetic field is varied. When a single unpaired
electron in a magnetic field interacts with a nuclear spin, the spectrum splits into two or
more lines, which produce hyperfine structure in the spectrum. The splitting of the
spectrum is expressed in terms of a hyperfine coupling constant (units of G or MHz), and
the absolute position of the spectrum is expressed by the g value. In polymer chemistry,
usually the hyperfine structure of the ESR spectrum provides more important information
about the radical than does the g value, because most radicals detected are carboncentered radicals which have g~2.00.
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Absorption of the applied electromagnetic radiation is detected by an EPR
spectrometer, and after appropriate amplification, is displayed as the first or second
derivative of the absorption field. Absorption resonance spectra are characterized by their
line shape, linewidth and susceptibility (or integrated intensity).
The EPR line shape due to unresolved dipole or hyperfine broadening tends
toward a Gaussian shape. The spin motion or exchange will alter the EPR line shape. For
a 3D motion or exchange, the line shape becomes close to a Lorentzian shape [165, 166].
ESR in the metals gives the Lorentzian lineshape and its linewidth is proportional
to the square of ESR g-shift

[167]

. This behavior has been understood in terms of the

relaxation mechanism via spin-orbit mixing of bands, which is known as the Elliott
mechanism

[168,169]

. The Elliott mechanism provides the ESR linewidth, or equivalently

the spin-spin relaxation rate, as written by the relation:

H  T2

1

 (

 2 1
)    (g ) 2  1  
E

4- 14

Here, ΔH is the ESR linewidth, T2-1 the spin-spin relaxation rate, λthe spin-orbit coupling
constant, ΔΕ the energy difference etween bands, the τ-1 relaxation rate of the electron
momentum, α the numerical constant of the order of unity, Δg the ESR g-shift and ρthe
electrical resistivity.
A brief picture of this mechanism is that the spin-orbit mixing of two bands
makes the matrix element between up and down spin states finite when the electron spin
is scattered by phonon, impurity or disorder. Then, Eq.(22) suggests that the ESR
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linewidth is expected to show the corresponding behavior to the electrical resistivity ρ
qualitatively, when the ESR linewidth is dominated by the Elliott mechanism[169] .
4.5.3.1 Temperature Dependence of Line Shape
Figure 67 compares EPR line shapes for the samples of polyureasilazane curing
without, 4 wt%, 6wt% and 10wt% of thermal initiator and pyrolyzed at 1000 ºC,
respectively. The evolution of the absorption signal curves is very similar for all the
samples. EPR lines could be fitted well by a Lorentzian line for all the samples. It is
suggested that rapid motion of the spin or interactions between electron spins. [170]. The
apparent shift in the position of the EPR lines is a result of a change in the operating
frequency of the spectrometer caused by changes in the sample and resonator
temperatures.
All the EPR spectra of SiCN exhibit no hyperfine structure, which means that the
electron spin cannot be localized on nitrogen. Even if it were mainly localized on silicon,
hyperfine satellites might be expected. The signal in SiCN is most likely due to carboncentered free radicals, possibly with some delocalization of the electron spin [142, 171].
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Figure 67 The EPR spectra for SiCN treated at 1000°C
4.5.3.2 Temperature Dependence of Linewidth
The width of the EPR signal reflects the interactions of the spins with their
environment. In the case of mobile spins, the motion characteristics, such as spin mobility
and dimensionality, are also parameters which play a major role in determining the EPR
line linewidth. Thus, EPR has been used intensively as a technique for investigating the
properties of mobile spins. The linewidth is expected to originate from the competition of
broadening sources, hyperfine coupling, dipole spin-spin interactions and narrowing
processes, which reflect the spin motion. According to the well-known process of
motional narrowing, the observation of a narrow line could be the signature of a fast
motion. The temperature dependence of peak-to-peak linewidth measured in low
temperature and high temperature of the samples of SiCN are shown in Figure 68 and
Figure 69, respectively. A decrease in peak-to-peak linewidth of EPR spectra with
increasing temperature was observed, which is contrary to the Elliott mechanism for in
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metal

[168]

and metal-organic conductors

[ 172 , 173 , 174 ]

. The line broadening at low

temperatures seems to be associated with a decrease in the hopping rate of the dangling
bond electron at low temperatures [175, 176, 177, 178].
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Figure 68 The temperature dependence of EPR linewidth (low temperature measurement)
for SiCN (a) without (b) with 6wt% (c) 10wt% and (d) 4wt% of thermal initiator
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Figure 69 The temperature dependence of EPR linewidth (high temperature measurement)
for SiCN (a) without (b) with 6wt% (c) 4wt% and (d) 10wt% of thermal initiator
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In terms of motional narrowing due to hopping motion of dangling bond electron
and/or motion of nuclei, the line broadening is assumed to be originally determined by
hyperfine interaction of the dangling bond electron with surrounding nuclei. The line
width is approximately given by

H pp  g B (H hfs ) 2 / h h

4- 15

Where,  B is the Bohr magneton, H hfs is the magnitude of the hyperfine splitting due
to nuclei and h the Planck's constant, respectively [179]. h is approximately expressed as
the following [180]:

 h   ph exp(2  W / K B T )

4- 16

 h is the photo frequency ,  the decay rate of the wave function,  the distance
between two sites and W the energy difference between two sites. For a more exact
expression, see Ref.

[ 181 ]

. In this case, activation energy (W) can be approximately

obtained from a slope of log ΔHpp vs 1/T plot [182].
In low temperature measurement, the peak-to-peak width vs reciprocal
temperature was plotted in Figure 70. The data can be fitted with linear functions and
activation energy can be calculated as 2.57 meV for SiCN sample without thermal
initiator, 1.56 meV for SiCN sample with 4wt% of thermal initiator, 1.79 meV for SiCN
sample with 6wt% of thermal initiator and 2.37 meV for SiCN sample with 10wt% of
thermal initiator.
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Figure 70 Plots of peak-to-peak width vs reciprocal temperature for SiCN (a) without,
with (b) 6wt% (c) 10wt% and (d) 4wt% of thermal initiator (low temperature
measurement). Lines represent the slopes corresponding to activation energies.
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Figure 71 Plots of peak-to-peak width vs reciprocal temperature for SiCN (a) without,
with (b) 6wt% (c) 4wt% and (d) 10wt% of thermal initiator (high temperature
measurement). Lines represent the slopes corresponding to activation energies.
In high temperature measurement, the peak-to-peak width vs reciprocal
temperature was plotted in Figure 71. Compared with low temperature measurement,
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higher activation energy can be observed, 37.35 meV for SiCN sample without thermal
initiator, 26.8 meV for SiCN sample with 4wt% of thermal initiator, 26.2 meV for SiCN
sample with 6wt% of thermal initiator and 29.8 meV for SiCN sample with 10wt% of
thermal initiator.

Figure 72 Schematic illustrations of four possible configurations of the dangling bonds
The motional narrowing expression given by Eq. (21) is determined by
concentration of dangling bonds and temperature. But, we need to point out that the
surrounding configuration of the dangling bonds also plays an important role. For
example, several configurations of dangling bonds are proposed in our materials (Figure
72). Hyperfine interaction of a dangling bond electron with surrounding nuclei is
different between those configurations, and more complex configurations of dangling
bonds could appear in the samples. Those configurations in the samples used here are
mixed. The relative concentrations of the configurations vary with the composition and
treatment condition. Identification of the dangling bond centers remains a problem now.

4.5.3.3 Temperature Dependence of Susceptibility
The temperature dependence of susceptibility for the SiCN samples was shown in
Figure 72.
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All of their behavior as the combination of the two components: temperature
dependent Curie-Weiss term χC (= C / (T-Ө) (localized spin) and temperature
independence Pauli term χ 0 (conduction electrons), where C and Ө denote the Curie
constant and the Weiss temperature, respectively, can be easily obtained from curve
fitting (χC vs 1/T or 1/χC vs T).
The localized spin density N

v

of all the samples can be calculated from Curie

constant [183].
Nv 

CK B

4- 17

B B
2

Where,  B is Bohr magneton, K B is Boltzmann constant and B is magnetic field
intensity.

Figure 73 The temperature dependence of EPR susceptibility for SiCN with (a) 4wt% (b)
10wt% (c) 6wt%, and (d) 0wt% of thermal initiator.
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Table 7 Curie constant, Localized spin density and Weiss temperature for the SiCN
Curie constant
SiCN-0 wt% thermal
initiator
SiCN-4 wt % thermal
initiator
SiCN-6 wt % thermal
initiator
SiCN-10 wt % thermal
initiator

5×107

Localized spin
density (spin/g)
1.3378×1027

Weiss temperature
(K)
-139.36

3×108

8.026×1027

31.864

4×107

1.07×1027

-138.642

1×108

2.675×1027

-157.17

The results were shown in Table 7. Strong spin can be observed in all the samples. It was
noticed that the Weiss temperature of the samples of SiCN with 4wt% thermal initiator
was positive, which suggested the presence of ferromagnetic interaction between the
localized spins. The negative Weiss temperature of other samples suggests the presence
of anti-ferromagnetic interaction between the localized spins [184].
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4.6 Electrical Conducting Mechanism
The pyrolysis mechanism involved in the polymer to ceramic transformation is a
very complex process and is not easily understood. This is partly due to the poorly
defined structure of the highly cross-linked polysilazane and the resulting amorphous
composite ceramics. Based on the results from solid state NMR, Raman and EPR (ref.
section 4.5), it is possible to investigate the structural characterisation of polysilazane
pyrolysis and we propose a pyrolysis mechanism as shown in Figure 68.

Figure 74 Proposed pyrolysis mechanism for the ceramisation of the polysilazane
Below 350 ˚C, cross-linking among the vinyl groups takes place to form carbon
chains. At higher temperatures, the carbon chains begin to transform into Sp2 carbon
while the number of Si-C bonds decrease. Further heating to 1000 oC, the amorphous
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SiCN ceramics are dominated by graphite-like phase presented in amorphous SiCN
matrix, the length & distance of graphite like phase are depended on the amount of
imitator and pyrolysis conditions; (Ref. Appendix 8.2.5) and will effect on the electronic
properties The kinetic chain length is inversely proportional to the radical concentration
and electric conducting phases will decrease with higher initiator concentration. A
schematic illustration of the process of graphic-like carbon structure generation in the
polymer-derived matrix is given in Figure 75.

(a) Preceramic polymer

(b) Graphite like carbon phase in ceramic matrix

Figure 75 Schematic illustration of graphite-like carbon phase formed during
decomposition of preceramic polymers
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5. POLYMER-DERIVED CERAMIC MEMS FOE HARSH
ENVIRONMENT
5.1 Introduction
With the increasing demand for MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) to
function properly in harsh environments such as high temperature, radiation and
corrosion, ceramics materials have attracted considerable interest because of their
excellent mechanical properties and high temperature and chemical resistance. Several
ceramic microfabrication techniques have been developed recently. Conventional siliconbased micromachining technologies are derived from IC technique, for example, wet
etching and dry etching

[ 185 , 186 , 187 , 188 ]

. However the application is limited by the

compatibility between the ceramic materials and etchants, and true 3D structures are
difficult to achieve. More research interests have been focus on the downsized ceramic
forming techniques, such as micro casting
injection molding

[ 191 , 192 ]

[189]

, micro-extrusion

[190]

, and micro powder

. But components with high aspect ratios are difficult to

fabricate from these techniques. The above shortcomings have greatly limited the
application for ceramic MEMS devices.
Recently, the microstereolithography technique was introduced to fabricate
complex 3D ceramic parts

[ 193,194 ]

. Microstereolithography technique is derived from

rapid prototyping technology for fabricating high aspect ratio and complex (3D) Micro
Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) [195]. This technique is based on the polymerization
process by solidifying liquid photo-curable polymer under an ultra-violet (UV) laser
beam to obtain a large number of layers. By creating one flat layer at a time, a very
precise geometry can be created, resulting in a completely 3D part [196, 197].
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Ceramic precursor materials for microstereolithography technique include UV
curable monomer, photoinitiator, ceramic particle, dispersant and UV absorber [198,199]. In
order to obtain microscale components with high density and low shrinkage, the use of
homogeneously dispersed fine powders is required. To avoid cracks and deformation
during sintering, the solids loading of the suspension must be as high as possible while
the viscosity should be kept low enough for processing

[200]

. These introduce difficulties

in material preparation and processing. Minimal curing depth and curing radius to ensure
strong bond

[194]

limited the precision of microstructure. To fabricate high respect ratio

parts, high laser intensity has to be used to avoid light scattering of ceramic particles
which suspended in liquid monomer during photopolymerization [201].
The polymer-derived ceramics have attracted a wide interest for high temperature
MEMS fabrication. These kinds of ceramic possess a combination of ultra high
temperature properties, such as high-temperature oxidation resistance and creep
resistance

[8]

, which can meet the requirement for high temperature and corrosive

environment application. In addition, the controllable electrical conductivity [202] presents
an attractive feature for multifunctional material design. The most unique character is
liquid polymer as ceramic precursor, which can be shaped by polymerization technique.
By mixing with photoinitiator, the liquid polymer precursor can be solidified under the
exposure of UV light. After pyrolyzed under the isostatic pressure, the high aspect ratio
ceramic parts can be achieved [ 11, 203].
In this work, the surface roughness is studied as a function of light intensity. A
model that predicts cure depth for ceramic precursor polymer is deduced based on the
photopolymerization kinetic mechanism. A series of experiments for cure depth as
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function of photoinitiator concentration and exposure time are carried out. Our results
show the theoretical model fits the experimental results well. Finally, a few micro
components are fabricated by using the lithography technique.
5.2 Experimental Procedure
In this paper, commercially available polyureamethylvinylsilazane (Ceraset, Kion
Corporation, USA) and aluminum isopropoxide (Al (OCH (CH3) 2) 3) (AIs, Alfa Aesar,
USA) are used as starting materials. Irgacure 819 and Irgacure 1300 (Ciba Specialty
Chemicals, Tarrytown, NY, USA) are used as photoinitiator. The chemical structures are
showed in Figure 76.
The UV curable ceramic precursor polymers are prepared by mixing different
weight concentration of Irgacure 1300 powders (3 wt%, 5 wt% and 10 wt %) with liquid
Ceraset at a temperature of 40-60 o C through magnetically stirring. The resultant light
yellow solution is then placed in a vacuum oven for 4 hours to remove gases. Curing
depth experiment is carried out by employing an adjustable light intensity UV lamp. The
UV sensitive resin is pipetted into a cylindrical microbeaker along with the well to slight
excess of the rim, a microscope glass slide is placed on the top microbeaker and
excessive resin is removed. The liquid resin is subjected to UV exposure through a mask,
which contacts with glass slide. After exposure, liquid resin is solidified, and the glass
slides are then lifted off. Liquid resin that remains on the slides is then removed by
flushing with acetone solution. After the drying of the solvent overnight in a vacuum
oven at room temperature, the sample thicknesses are measured by micrometer.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 76 Chemical structures of photoinitiator (a)Irgucure 819 (Bis(2,4,6trimethylbenzoyl)-phenylphosphineoxide),(b)Irgacure

1300,

which

comprise

of

IRGACURE 369 (2-Benzyl-2-dimethylamino-1-(4-morpholinophenyl)- butanone-1) and
IRGACURE 651 (2,2-Dimethoxy-1,2-diphenylethan-1-one)
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Evaluation of UV Cured Sample Surface
The surfaces of UV-cured precursors are evaluated by surface image. Figure 77
shows the surface 3D image of samples, which were exposed to UV light for (a) 30 sec.,
(b) 50 sec. and (c) 90 sec. The UV intensity is 1200 mW/cm2.
It can be observed that with shorter exposure time, the surface of samples is
porous and rough. This is because the degree of photopolymerization is low and resultant
gel-like polymer is easily removed by acetone, leading to a rough surface. With
increasing exposure time, the degree of photopolymerization is increased, leading to
smoother surface.
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Figure 77 3D surface image of different exposure time under1200 mw/cm2UV light
intensity (optical profilometer)
Figure 78 shows the surface roughness (Rt) of samples (50m50m) with
different exposure times, the surface roughness decreases from 57nm to 12nm with an
increase in exposure time from 30 sec to 90 sec. This result indicates that with longer
exposure time, more photons are absorbed at the surface of sample, and liquid polymer
can obtain more energy to be solidified. This avoids the problem that acetone wash away
and damage the surface during rinsing.

Figure 78 Surface roughness (Rt) of samples with different exposure times
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5.3.2 The Influence of Photoinitiator Concentration and Exposure Time on Cure
Depth
Figure 79 shows the cure depth as a functional of exposure time. For three
samples, that contain different amount of photoinitiator, the intensity of UV light is 1200
mW/cm2. It can be seen that, after a short induction period, possibly due to the inhibitory
effect of the oxygen dissolved in the polymer, the cure depth increase rapidly up to a
maximum value and stayed nearly constant, which can be explained by the mobility
restriction of gelation and solidification of the polymer at longer exposure time

[204]

. We

can also observe that with increasing photoinitiator concentration, the cure depth
decreases at the same exposure time. The maximum cure depth is obtained from the
sample of lowest photoinitiator concentration. This can be understood since the higher
photoinitiator concentration, the more photons are absorbed by the surface layer of resin
and leading to small the penetration depth.
The three solid lines in Figure 79 are calculated from Equation (1) for comparison
with the experimental results at the corresponding photoinitiator concentrations. It can be
seen that the theoretical model agrees with the experimental results very well at high
photoinitiator concentrations. But, for the sample of low photoinitiator concentration, the
actual measurement results are lower than the theoretical prediction. This is because the
low photoinitiator concentration, result in the low degree of photopolymerization more
gel like polymer, which can be easily washed away during acetone rinsing.
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Figure 79 Cure depths variation with exposure time in the “dry” state. The three date
curves is corresponded with three group samples with different photoinitiator weight
ratios (3 wt%, 5 wt% and 10 wt %). Dashed curves represent actual measurement results
and solid lines were calculated from model. The intensity of UV light is 1200 mw/cm2.
Equation (5-1) is deduced to determine the influence of photoinitiator
concentration and exposure time on cure depth based of photopolymerization kinetics [204,
205, 206, 207, 208, 209]

Zc =

.


1
 ln
2.303 [ PI ]
I 0 t 2 [ PI ]

where,  =

5- 1

K t [ln(1  Pc )]2
Kp 

Zc is the curing depth,  is the molar extinction coefficient, [PI] is the molar
concentration of photoinitiator, I0 is the incident laser intensity at the surface, t is the
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exposure time,  is the quantum yield of photoinitiator, Pc is the extent of polymerization
at gelation point, Kt is the kinetic rate constant for termination and Kp is the kinetic rate
constant for polymerization.
5.3.3 Fabrication of PDC Micro Parts by Lithography Technique
The integrated fabrication process, starting from the liquid precursor to the
resulting SiCN and SiAlCN components, consists of the following steps as shown in
Figure 80: (1) addition of a photoinitiator and/or Aluminum Isopropoxide to the precursor,
(2) shaping the precursor into solid polymeric components, (3) pyrolysis to convert the
polymeric MEMS components into ceramic, and (4) annealing.

Liquid precursor
with added
photo initiator

Fabrication of
polymeric microcomponents

Photopolymerization

Polymer transformation
into SiCN/SiAlCN

Pyrolysis (HIP):
1000 ºC for 4 hr.
in N2

Figure 80 Schematic representation of overall microfabrication and material synthesis
process
5.3.3.1 Materials Preparation
The procedure for preparation of UV sensitive precursor consists of following
steps: (1) mix Ceraset with 5 ~10wt% photo initiator (Irgacure 819) by magnetically
stirring at 75 °C for 2 hours; (2) put the mixture in vacuum oven to remove air bubble
and small molecules.
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5.3.3.2 Fabrication of Polymeric Micro-components by Photopolymerization
The fabrication procedures for single layer micro parts are described in Figure 81.
The polymeric liquid precursor is pipetted onto a Teflon wafer; the liquid thickness, thus
the final structure thickness, can be varied according by using spacier of different
thickness. The liquid polymer is then subjected to non-contact UV exposure through a
mask. The exposure times are determined according to the cure depth curves, which are
obtained from cure depth experiment (37). Un-exposed region remains as a liquid and is
removed by spin rinsing in an acetone solution. As the result, the solid polymer structures
are attached on the Teflon substrate. A surgical razor blade is used to remove the
structures from the substrate. For multilayer structures, each layer is fabricated by the
similar procedure.

UV
Teflon film

Mask

Teflon spacier
Teflon substrate
Spin rinsing

Remove structure
from Teflon substrate

Figure 81 Fabrication process for micro-components by photopolymerization
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5.3.3.3 Convert the Polymeric MEMS Components into Ceramic
Pyrolyzing the polymeric MEMS into ceramic is carried out in a hot isostatic press
furnace (HIP) (AIP 630, American Isostatic Presses, Columbus, OH) using nitrogen as
pressure media. The polymer samples are placed in Al2O3 crucibles and pyrolyzed in the
HIP. A piece of ceramic plate is placed on the top of the MEMS to mechanically prevent
the structures from warping. Without the application of the plate, the structures will warp
from pyrolysis due to uneven gas diffusion from the sample between the free top surface
of the sample and the bottom surface, that is in contact with the crucible.
The simplest HIP cycle that accomplished the objective of this work consists of the
following steps:
1. Filling the HIP chamber with N2 to a pressure of 80 psi.
2. Degassing the chamber to a pressure of 20 psi to remove the sediments.
3. Filling N2 to chamber up to 3000 psi.
4. Heating to 400 ˚C at a rate of 3 ºC/min, and holding for 4 hours .
5. Degassing the pressure to 2000 psi.
6. Heating to 700 ˚C at a rate of 3 ºC/min.
7. Holding for 4 hours and degassing to 1000 psi.
8. Heating to 1000 ˚C at a rate of 3 ºC/min and holding for 4 hours.
9. Cooling to room temperature at a rate of 1 ºC/min and degassing.
5.3.3.4 Typical Ceramics Micro-parts Made from Lithography
A heat exchanger is fabricated by process described above. The square-shaped
mask of 14mm ×14mm, consists of holes of 200 μm in diameter. The space between the
holes is 200 μm (Figure 82). The structures of resultant SiCN is observed using scanning
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electron micrograph (SEM) (Figure 83). It is noted that the holes in pyrolyzed samples
are relatively good compare to the mask. The shrinkages of the holes can be observed.

Figure 82 Mask Structure of heat exchanger

Figure 83 SEM picture of SiCN heat exchanger
A spay nozzle structure is fabricated by a similar way. The SEM picture is shown
in Figure 84. Figure 85 shows SEM picture of atomizer with double layer structures
made by lithography technology.
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Figure 84 SEM picture of a SiCN spray nozzle

(a)

(b)

Figure 85 SEM picture of a SiCN atomizer
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6. CARBON NANOTUBE REINFORCED POLYMERDERIVED CERAMIC COMPOSITES
6.1 Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted tremendous interest in the last decade
because of their superior properties. Theoretical and experimental studies have shown
that single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNs) possess Young’s moduli of the order of 1-5
Tpa

[210, 211, 212, 213]

and strengths as high as 60 GPa.

[214, 215]

Depending on the diameters

and orientations of their hexagons with respect to the tube axis, carbon nanotubes can be
either semiconducting or metallic.
even higher than that of diamond.

[216, 217]

[218]

The axial thermal conductivity of CNTs is

These unique properties suggest that CNTs hold

great promise for synthesizing multifunctional nanocomposites of new kinds. As for their
use in ceramic matrix composites, at least two different architectures can be conceived: (i)
CNTs can be used as reinforcements to improve mechanical properties and add new
functionality; (ii) ceramic matrices can be used to protect predominantly functional CNT
structures from harsh environments. The ceramic matrix composites are potentially
important for those applications where requirements such as mechanical strength or
resistance to corrosive environments prevent the use of other matrices such as polymers
and metals. CNT-ceramic composites have been the subject of several previous
investigations. Ma et al. synthesized SiC composites containing 10 vol.% multi-wall
carbon nanotubes (MWCNs) by hot-pressing a mixture of nano-sized ceramic powders
and CNTs.

[219]

Similar processing was used by Siegel et al. to produce MWCN-Al2O3

composites[ 220 ]. Peigney and co-workers synthesized CNT-Fe/Al2O3 composites by
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growing either SWCNs or MWCNs in situ.

[ 221 , 222 , 223 , 224 , 225 ]

However, only slight

improvements in mechanical properties were observed in these previous studies. More
recently, Zhan et al. reported the synthesis of nano-phased Al2O3 composites containing
SWCNs by a spark-plasma sintering (SPS) technique; the composites possess
significantly improved mechanical properties [226] and electrical conductivity. [227]
The effective utilization of CNTs in composites depends strongly on the ability to
disperse nanotubes homogeneously throughout the matrix and to achieve strong
interfacial bonding between CNTs and the matrix to ensure load translation. These
requirements are difficult to achieve with conventional powder-based ceramic processing
techniques. Unlike conventional ceramics obtained by sintering powders, PDCs are
synthesized by direct thermal decomposition of polymeric precursors,

[8,15]

which can be

in either liquid, melt or organic solution forms. This unique chemical-to-ceramic
technique is particularly suitable for the fabrication of ceramic-CNT (or other
reinforcement) composites, since the desired dispersion of CNTs can be rather easily
achieved in liquid-phase precursors just prior to pyrolysis. It is also possible to control
the ceramic-CNT interfacial properties by modifying either the surface of CNTs or the
chemistry of the precursors, or both.
6.2 Experiment
Liquid phase Ceraset were used as obtained. Multiwall carbon nanotubes with an
average diameter of ~30 nm and an average length of ~30 μm were provided by Tsinghua
University, China. The MWCNs were first washed with HNO3 (60 wt % concentration)
at 60-70 oC for 10 hrs. SEM observations on the washed CNTs showed that the CNTs
retained their original geometry but were loss packed, and metallic catalyst particles and
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free carbons previously existing in the as-received nanotubes were effectively removed.
The acid-washed nanotubes were then treated with aniline by mixing the CNTs and
aniline in acetone under high-energy sonication (100 W). A previous study has
demonstrated that aniline can enhance the dispersion of nanotubes in polymer matrices.
[228]

Excess aniline was then removed by repeatedly washing with de-ionized water. After

drying, the CNTs were mixed with liquid Ceraset using high-energy sonication for ~0.5
hr, followed by magnetic stirring for 24 hrs, to form CNT-containing suspension. 3wt%
of dicumylperoxide (Acros Organics, NJ, USA) was also added into the suspension to
lower solidification temperature of Ceraset.

[229,230]

No CNT sedimentation was observed

after setting the suspension for 48 hrs, which was first evidence of the nanotubes being
homogeneously dispersed in Ceraset. Two suspensions were prepared, containing 1 and
5wt% of CNT, respectively. The suspensions were then converted to dense ceramic-CNT
composites by pressure-assisted pyrolysis.

[97]

First, the suspension was poured into a

Teflon tube of 12.5 mm inner diameter and then solidified by heat-treating at 150 o C for
15 min. The solid rod obtained was then cross-linked at 400

o

C under an isostatic

pressure of 30 MPa in N2. Discs of 2 to 3 mm thickness were cut from the rod and
pyrolysized at 1000

o

C under pressure of 30 MPa in N2. The monolithic SiCN discs

without CNT were prepared with the same conditions using pure Ceraset for comparison.
The weight loss during pyrolysis was measured using TGA. The densities of both
composites and monolithic SiCN were measured using Archimedes’ principle. The
microstructure of the composites was examined using SEM and HRTEM. The
mechanical

behavior

was

investigated

by

microindentation

nanoindentation using a spherical diamond indenter (radius 50 μm).
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and

instrumented

6.3 Results & Discussion
For this study, two composites containing different amounts of MWCNs were
synthesized using commercially available liquid-phase polyurea(methylvinyl)silazane
(Ceraset, Kion, US) as a precursor and a pressure-assisted pyrolysis technique[Error!
Bookmark not defined.]

. A monolithic ceramic without CNT additives was also synthesized

using only Ceraset under the same processing conditions for comparison. A previous
study

[ 231 ]

demonstrated that under the current processing conditions Ceraset was

converted to fully dense amorphous silicon carbonitride (SiCN) ceramic with an apparent
composition of SiC0.99N0.85; the final ceramic also contained ~0.8 wt% residual hydrogen.
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) revealed that the pyrolysis resulted in a weight loss
of ~30 wt% of the original weight of Ceraset, accompanied by a linear shrinkage of ~
28%. The composites and the monolithic ceramic showed the same amount of shrinkage,
suggesting that the addition of CNTs is not detrimental to the densification process. This
is because CNTs are flexible and thus have little restriction on matrix shrinkage
associated with pyrolysis. The final densities of the composites and the monolithic SiCN
were measured and are listed in Table 8. By taking into account the weight loss and using
the density of the monolithic SiCN for the matrix and the density of graphite (2.25 g/cm3)
for a MWCN, the volume fractions of MWCNs in the final ceramic composites were
calculated and are included in
Table 8. The theoretical densities of the composites can then be calculated according to
the rule of mixtures. The relative densities of the composites were then calculated and are
tabulated in Table 8. Both the composites had relative densities equaling 99 % of the
theoretical density.
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Table 8 Properties of CNT reinforced PDC composites
Density
(g/cm3)
SiCN
SiCN-1.3 vol.% CNT
SiCN-6.4 vol.% CNT

Relative
Density
(%TD)
99
99

2.08
2.06
2.06

Young’s
Modulus
(GPa)
74
109
118

Hardness
(GPa)
9.4
10.5
14.3

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations of the composites and the
monolithic ceramic did not reveal defects in any of the specimens and the micrographs
(not shown) were featureless (no contrast between MWCNs and SiCN), confirming their
highly dense structure. To assess the distribution of the nanotubes in the ceramic matrix,
the fracture surfaces of the composites were investigated using SEM. A represenative
SEM image of a fracture surface of the composite containing 6.4 vol % MWCNs is
shown in Figure 86. As can be seen from the image, the nanotubes are uniformly
distributed in the ceramic matrix. The image also reveals substantial nanotube pullout
from the ceramic matrix with an average pullout length of 5 to 10 μm. Although the
bonding between CNTs and polymer-derived ceramics is very strong,

[ 232 ]

the high

strength and flexibility of CNTs allow pullout to occur. This result suggests that the
composites may possess a significantly high fracture toughness due to nanotube bridging.
Further characterization of the microstructure of the composites was carried out
by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). Fogure 80 is a
representative HRTEM image of the composite containing 6.4 vol % MWCNs. The
image reveals that the integrity of the CNTs is retained and that the interfaces between
the CNTs and the matrix are clean, indicating no reaction between the CNTs and matrix.
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This result clearly demonstrates that the MWCNs can survive the pyrolysis and the
associated generation of gaseous by- products such as NH3, H2 and CH4 [145]. The lack of
any reaction between the gases and MWCNs may be due to the fact that the gases were
released at relatively low temperatures [Error! Bookmark not defined.].
Mechanical behavior of the composites was investigated using instrumented
nano-indentation.

[233]

Qualitative studies using a sharp diamond Berkovich tip (nominal

tip radius 50 nm) was carried out on the composites. No “pop-ins”or steps in the loaddepth response, indicative of a porous matrix, were observed. To assess their elasticplastic deformation behavior, indentation-load-displacement (P-h) curves were measured
using a spherical diamond indenter of 100 m diameter for both the composites and the
monolithic ceramics and the results are summarized in Figure 88. The inset is a
magnification of the residual deformation associated with each of the specimens.
Indentation results indicate that the stiffness of the composites increase with increasing
CNT content. More significantly, the residual deformation decreases with increasing
CNT content, particularly the composite containing 6.4 vol.% CNTs shows almost no
residual deformation, suggesting remarkable improvement in contact damage resistance.
This result is rather surprising since the P-h curve of the 6.4 vol.% CNT composite
clearly shows “plastic” deformation (displacement-load curve deviates from Hertzian
elastic behavior

[234]

). The possible explanation is that the cone cracks formed under

Hertzian indentation

[234]

are bridged by partially debonded CNTs that deformed

elastically. When the applied load was withdrawn, the elastic restoration of the CNTs
exerted a closing force on the cracks to restore the deformed material. Further
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investigation on this issue is undergoing. This result suggests that the composite may
possess a significantly high fatigue resistance under localized cycling loads.

5 2m
μm

Figure 86 SEM image of the fracture surface of a CNT-SiCN composite containing 6.4
vol.% MWCNs.

A

0.34 nm

B
C
10 nm

Figure 87 HRTEM image of a CNT-SiCN composite containing 6.4 vol.% MWCNs. Three
MWCNs can be seen from the image as indicated by A, B and C. The fringe spacing of
0.34 nm is typical of graphite, suggesting they are MWCNs.
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Figure 88 Load-displacement curves measured using a spherical diamond indenter
(radius 50 m) for a 6.4 vol.% CNT composite, 1.3 vol.% CNT composite and monolithic
SiCN. The inset is a blow-up of the bottom-left corner to illustrate the residual
deformation
The E-moduli were calculated from nanoindentation curves for the composites
and monolithic SiCN; the results are listed in Table 8 and and plotted in Figure 89 as a
function of CNT content. It can be seen that E-modulus increases significantly with CNT
content; and an increase of over 150 % in E-modulus is achieved with only 6.4 vol.%
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CNT additives. The relatively low E-modulus for the monolithic SiCN could be due to
the existence of residual hydrogen. It is instructive to compare experimental results with
calculations from a theoretical model. This is accomplished by considering the
composites as randomly oriented discontinuous fiber composites. By assuming that the
CNTs bond strongly to the matrix and allowing for load transfer from matrix to the CNTs
through interfacial shear stress, a Young’s modulus, Ec, for the composite can be
calculated using the Halpin-Tsai equation: [235]
Ec  [

where  L 

T 

3 1  2(l / d ) LV f 5 1  2 T V f

]E m ,
8
1   LV f
8 1  T V f

( ECNT / E m )  1
,
( ECNT / E m )  2(l / d )

6- 1

( ECNT / E m )  1
,
( ECNT / E m )  2

ECNT and E m are moduli for the CNT and ceramic matrix, respectively, l is the length, d is
the outer diameter, and Vf is the volume percentage of the nanotubes. The modulus of
MWNTs is known to be a strong function of their diameter [236,237,238] and exhibits a range
of values. We have chosen to use a modulus of 450 GPa as reported in Reference 236.
Since it is a representative mid-range value. The moduli were calculated from Eq. (6-1)
and are shown in Figure 89 as a dashed line. It can be seen that Eq. (6-1) significantly
underestimates the moduli of the composites. The underlying mechanism for the
discrepancy between experimental and theoretical results is not clear at present. The
residual stress due to the large shrinkage associated with pyrolysis could play a key role
in the improvement of E-modulus. The hardness of the three materials was measured
using microindentation and is included in Table 8 and Figure 89 too. The hardness
increases linearly with CNT content; over 150 % increase in hardness is achieved with
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only 6.4 vol.% CNT additives. Again, relatively low hardness value for the monolithic
SiCN can be ascribed to the presence of hydrogen.
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Figure 89 Young’s modulus and hardness variation with carbon nanotube (CNT) volume
fraction in SiCN-CNT composites. The dashed line is a prediction of the modulus from an
existing model (Eq. (1)), which significantly underestimates the measured values.
In summary, fully dense ceramic-CNT composites with homogeneously
distributed MWNTs have been synthesized by using polymer-derived ceramics as
matrices. The nanotubes retain their integrity during polymer-ceramic conversion and
exhibited strong pullout from the ceramic matrix. The mechanical properties, such as Emodulus, hardness and damage resistance, of the composites are significantly increased
by adding only 6.4vol% of CNTs. Current work suggests a new way to synthesize
ceramic-CNT composites with improved properties.
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7 CONCLUSION
From above discussion, we can draw conclusion in following area:
7.1 Polymer-ceramic Conversion of Liquid Polyaluminasilazanes for SiAlCN
Ceramics
In this work, a liquid phase polyaluminasilazane was synthesized by simply
mixing commercially available Ceraset and aluminum isopropoxide. The formation of
polyaluminasilazane is the product from the dehydrocoupling reaction between the N-H
bond in CER and Al-O bond in AIs. This reaction predominantly occurs at ~150 oC,
companied by the evaporation of isopropoxide alcohol.
Structural evolution of polyaluminasilazane during pyrolysis was studied using
FTIR and NMR. The results revealed that the polymer-ceramic conversion can be
classified into three stages: (i) cross-linking, resulting in the formation of SiC3N units; (ii)
thermal decomposition, resulting the formation of SiCN3 units; and (iii) finally structural
rearrangement, resulting in the formation of AlN5/AlN6. The relative amount of these
structural units within amorphous ceramics strongly depends on the Al-content.
Experiments to measure the effect of these ceramic structure alterations on the thermalmechanical properties of the materials are in progress.

7.2 The Study of Electronic Behavior of PDCs
Electronic behavior of the SiCN ceramics was studied by measuring their I-V
curves, temperature dependence of d.c.-conductivities and impendence. The d.c.conductivities measurement revealed that the SiCN ceramics exhibited a typical
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amorphous semiconductor behavior, and their conductivity varied in a large range with
different contents of thermal initiator. A high d.c.-conductivity was observed in the SiCN
samples with 4 wt% and 6 wt% of thermal initiator and pyrolyzed at 1000 ºC. After
annealed at 1400 ºC, the d.c.-conductivities of all the SiCN samples were at the same
range. The measurement of I-V and impedance characteristics revealed that the materials
contained more than one phase which resulted in different electronic behavior. Several
equivalent electrical circuits were proposed to describe the materials characteristic. The
appearance of a single semicircular arc in the impedance pattern for the SiCN pyrolyzed
at 1000 ºC can be basically attributed to a parallel combination of resistance and
capacitance. A semicircular arc appearance of impedance pattern for the SiCN with 6wt
% thermal initiator with negative image part can be represented by a series combination
of resistance and inductor. The appearance of a second semicircular arc in impedance
spectrum of SiCN annealed at 1400 ºC was modeled in terms of an equivalent electrical
circuit, which comprised a series combination of two parallel R-C circuits. Similar circuit
elements indicated the same microstructures in the SiCN simples after annealed in 1400
ºC.
Raman and EPR were used to investigate electronic structure of PDCs. No
hyperfine structure in EPR line shapes revealed the materials contain unpaired electron
centers associated with carbons. The line broadening at low temperatures was contrary to
the Elliott mechanism for conduction in metal and metal-organic conductors, it seems
associated with a decrease in the hopping rate of the dangling bond electron at low
temperatures and several configurations of dangling bonds were proposed in our
materials.
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7.3 Polymer-derived Ceramics for the Application in Harsh Environment
The photopolymerization characteristics of UV sensitive ceramic-precursor polymer
for the fabrication of SiCN micro parts were investigated. Each single layer of photocuring surface was evaluated by surface 3D image and surface roughness measurement.
The experimental results indicated that with longer exposure time, more photons were
absorbed and the conversion of polymer was higher at the surface of the sample, which
resulted in a smoother surface. The effects of photoinitiator concentration and exposure
time on cure depth at a fixed UV intensity were measured experimentally and the results
were compared with a theoretical model. Theoretical model predicted the experimental
results successfully at high photoinitiator concentration. But at lower photoinitiator
concentrations, the measured results were lower than the theoretical prediction. This was
because at lower photoinitiator concentrations, the free radical concentration and
absorbed photons was lower. The result was more gel like polymer, which can be easily
removed by acetone rinsing.
Finally, a few typical parts were fabricated by lithography technique.
7.4 Carbon Nanotube Reinforced Polymer-derived Ceramic Composites
Fully dense ceramic-CNT composites with homogeneously distributed MWNTs
have been synthesized by using polymer-derived ceramics as matrices. The nanotubes
retain their integrity after polymer-ceramic conversion and exhibited strong pullout from
the ceramic matrix. The mechanical properties, such as E-modulus, hardness and damage
resistance of the composites are significantly increased by adding only 6.4vol.% of CNTs.
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Current work suggests a new way to synthesize ceramic-CNT composites with improved
properties.
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APPENDIX - I
Methodology of Material Characterizations
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1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

The Infrared Spectroscopy is the study of the interaction of infrared light with
matter. Light composed of electric and magnetic waves. These two waves are in planes
perpendicular to each other, and the light wave moves through space in a plane
perpendicular to the planes containing the electric and magnetic waves. It is the electric
part of light, called the electric vector, which interacts with molecules. The amplitude of
the electric vector changes over time and has the form of a sine wave as shown in Figure
90.

Figure 90 An example of a light wave. The arrow denotes the distance between two
consecutive crests in the waves, know as a wavelength
The wavelength of a light wave is the distance between adjacent crests or troughs.
The wavelength range of the IR region extends from about 0.78 μm to 1000 μm, with the
relation between energy (E), wavelength (λ) and frequency (ν) shown in Equation 8-1 and
8-2 below:
hc


8- 1

c = λν

8- 2

E  h 
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–34

where, h is Planck’s constant (6.626×10
8

J sec), and c is the speed of light in a vacuum

–1

(3.00×10 m sec ).
In IR techniques, the absorption or transmission of the IR radiation is commonly
measured vs. wavenumber, which is just the reciprocal of the wavelength. Thus the range
of wavenumbers corresponding to the IR spectrum would be about 12,800 to 10 cm–1.
This is broken down into 3 main IR regions: near-IR (12,800 to 4000 cm

–1

), mid-IR

(4000 to 200 cm–1), and far-IR (200 to 10 cm–1). The most commonly scanned
wavenumbers are from 4000 to 400 cm–1, which encompass absorptions by the majority
of common organic functional groups.
This range of energies causes vibrational excitation in molecules. For a molecule
to absorb IR radiation, it must change its dipole moment upon vibration, and the
frequency of the radiation must exactly match the natural vibrational frequency of the
molecule, resulting in a change in the amplitude of the vibration. Some simple molecules
(O2, N2, etc.) have no fluctuating dipole moment, and so they do not absorb IR radiation.
But many vibrations of MTBE and ethanol change the dipole moment; such vibrations
are said to be IR active.
There are two fundamental types of molecular vibrations: stretching and bending.
Stretching consists of a change in the distance along the axis of a bond between two
atoms. Bending consists of a change in the angle between two bonds. There are four
types of bending vibrations: rocking, twisting, wagging and scissoring. Organic
functional groups have particular absorption peaks that can be used in qualitative analysis,
varying only by the molecular environment. For example, the "ether band" of MTBE
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around 1092 cm is easily distinguishable from absorptions by other components of
gasoline.
From quantum theory, the vibrational states are quantized and the allowed
vibrational transitions are those in which the vibrational quantum number changes by
unity. The more atoms there are in the molecule, the more complicated the IR spectrum
becomes due to increased vibrational coupling and possible overtone peaks and
combination bands. These effects create a unique IR absorption spectrum for each
molecule that can be used as a “fingerprint”in qualitative experiments.
In addition to chemical structure, infrared spectra can provide quantitative
information as well, such as the concentration of a molecular in a sample. Band
intensities are related to the concentration and path length of the sample through the
Beer–Lambert Law, shown in Equation 8-3,
A   l c

8- 3

in the Beer–Lambert Law, A is the Absorbance, εis the molar absorptivity in L/(mol cm), l is
the path length in cm and C is the concentration of analyte solution in moles/L. The absorbance
is measured as a peak height, peak height ratio, peak area, or peak area ratio from FTIR
spectrum. The absorptivity is the proportionality constant between concentration and
absorbance. It changes from molecule to molecule, and from wavenumber to wavenumber for a
given molecule.
If the absorbances of a series of known standard solutions are measured, a plot of
absorbance vs. concentration can be made and least-square analyzed. Following the expected
linear dependence format, A = slope ×C + offset, the slope of the linear plot would be equal to
εl, allowing determination of the molar absorptivity if l is known (typically 1 cm). Also, an
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unknown solution’s concentration can be determined after its absorbance is measured and
applied to the linear least squares fit.
Most IR instruments used today are of the Fourier Transform type. There are three
major advantages of using Fourier Transform techniques vs. conventional dispersive
techniques.
1) The through put advantage, which is increased power reaching the detector,
giving larger signal to noise ratios. This is because Fourier instruments do not
need slits to attenuate radiation and have fewer optical elements.
2) High resolving power and wavelength reproducibility, allowing better analysis of
more complex spectra.
3) The multiplex advantage, or faster scanning.
Fourier techniques basically differ from conventional techniques in that they
measure radiant power as a function of time (time domain) whereas conventional
spectroscopy measure power as a function of frequency (frequency domain). This time
domain spectrum is then mathematically converted into a frequency domain spectrum
using a Fourier transform. The process is so complex that it requires a high speed
computer and will not be covered here.
Power variations at the very high frequencies of IR sources (1012 to 1014 Hz)
cannot be measured directly with today's electronics (transducers measure averages
instead of variations at these high frequencies). Therefore the high frequencies must be
scaled down to much lower values in order to measure time domain signals. This is
commonly accomplished using a Michelson Interferometer.
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A Michelson Interferometer essentially splits the IR radiation beam from the
source (high frequencies) into two beams using a beam splitter, as shown schematically
in Figure 91. One beam is directed to a fixed mirror (M2) and the other to a mirror
moving (M1) at a constant speed. The two beams are then recombined and directed to the
detector. The moveable mirror causes the radiation power at the detector to fluctuate in a
predictable manner based on the constructive and destructive interference patterns of the
recombined beams. These interference patterns are based on the difference in path length
(or retardation, δ) for the two beams. The plot of output power from the detector vs.
retardation is celled an interferogram.

Figure 91 A schematic view of a simple Michelson interferometer
2 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is a form of vibrational spectroscopy, much like infrared (IR)
spectroscopy. However, whereas IR bands arise from a change in the dipole moment of a
molecule, Raman bands arise from a change in the polarizability. In many cases,
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transitions that are allowed in Raman are forbidden in IR, so these techniques are often
complementary.
When a beam of light is impinged upon a sample, photons are absorbed by the
material and scattered. The vast majority of these scattered photons have exactly the same
wavelength as the incident photons and are known as Rayleigh scatter, but a tiny portion
(approximately 1 in 107) of the scattered radiation is shifted to a different wavelength.
These wavelength-shifted photons are called Raman scatter. Most of the Raman scattered
photons are shifted to longer wavelengths (Stokes shift), but a small portion are shifted to
shorter wavelengths (anti-Stokes shift). Figure 92 shows a diagram of Rayleigh scattering,
Stokes Raman scattering, and anti-Stokes Raman scattering. In each case, the incident
photon excites an electron into a higher virtual energy level (or virtual state) and then the
electron decays back to a lower level, emitting a scattered photon. In Rayleigh scattering
the electron decays back to the same level from which it started. In both types of Raman
scattering the electron decays to a different level than that where it started. Stokes Raman
scattering occurs when the final energy level is higher than the initial level, while antiStokes Raman scattering occurs when the final energy level is lower than the starting
level. Stokes scattering is much more common than anti-Stokes scattering because at any
given time an electron in the most common temperature range is most likely to be in its
lowest energy state, in accordance with the Boltzmann distribution. Only Stokes Raman
scattering is commonly used in spectroscopy.
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Figure 92 Energy-level diagrams of Rayleigh scattering, Stokes Raman scattering and
anti-Stokes Raman scattering

As mentioned above, Raman is a form of vibrational spectroscopy. This means
that these energy transitions arise from molecular vibrations. Because these vibrations
involve identifiable functional groups, when the energies of these transitions are plotted
as a spectrum, they can be used to identify the molecule.
A Raman spectrum is a plot of the intensity of Raman scattered radiation as a
function of its frequency difference from the incident radiation (usually in units of
wavenumbers, cm-1). This difference is called the Raman shift. Note that, because it is a
difference value, the Raman shift is independent of the frequency of the incident radiation.
Typically, only the Stokes region is used (the anti-Stokes spectrum is identical in pattern,
but much less intense).
Raman spectroscopy is useful for chemical analysis for several reasons: it exhibits
high specificity, it is compatible with aqueous systems, no special preparation of the
sample is needed, and the timescale of the experiment is short.
Specificity: Because Raman detects fundamental vibrations, Raman bands have a good
signal-to-noise ratio and are non-overlapping. This allows a Raman spectrum to be used
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for everything from fingerprinting of samples to constructing complex chemical models
of reaction processes.
Analysis of aqueous systems: The IR spectrum of water is strong and relatively complex,
making IR inadequate for analysis of aqueous solutions due to heavy interference by the
water bands. However, the Raman spectrum of water is weak and unobtrusive, allowing
good spectra to be acquired of species in aqueous solution.
No sample preparation: Unlike most other chemical analysis techniques, Raman requires
no special preparation of the sample. In fact, no contact with the sample is needed at all
because Raman involves only illuminating a sample with a laser and collecting the
scattered photons. Note especially that this makes Raman spectroscopy non-destructive.
Short timescale: Because a Raman spectrum can be acquired in as little as a few seconds,
Raman can be used to monitor chemical reactions in real time.
A typical Raman spectrometer is made up of three basic parts: the laser, the collection
device, and the spectrograph.
Laser: A laser is used to excite Raman spectra because it gives a coherent beam of
monochromatic light. This gives sufficient intensity to produce a useful amount of
Raman scatter and allows for clean spectra, free of extraneous bands. Lasers used for
Raman spectroscopy must exhibit good wavelength stability and low background
emission.
Probe: The probe is a collection device that collects the scattered photons, filters out the
Rayleigh scatter and any background signal from the fiber optic cables, and sends the
Raman scatter to the spectrograph. Many probes also focus and deliver the incident laser
beam.
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Spectrograph: When Raman scattered photons enter the spectrograph, they are passed
through a transmission grating to separate them by wavelength and passed to a detector,
which records the intensity of the Raman signal at each wavelength. This data is plotted
as the Raman spectrum.
3 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
NMR is a spectroscopic technique which uses electromagnetic radiation and
magnetic fields to determine the structure of organic compounds. Radio-frequency
radiation is used to stimulate nuclei present within the molecule and from the information
we obtain from doing this. We can very accurately determine where the carbon atoms are
located and where hydrogen atoms are located. The effect was first noticed in 1902 by P.
Zeeman, a physicist, who won a Nobel Prize for noticing that nuclei of certain atoms
behave strangely in a magnetic field. Fifty years later F. Bloch and E. Purcell, both
physicists put this idea to good use by constructing the first NMR spectrometer. They too
received a Nobel Prize for this work.
Nuclei with an odd mass or odd atomic number have "nuclear spin" (in a similar
fashion to the spin of electrons). This includes 1H and

13

C (but not

12

C). The spins of

nuclei are sufficiently different that NMR experiments can be sensitive for only one
particular isotope of one particular element. The NMR behavior of 1H and 13C nuclei has
been exploited by organic chemist since they provide valuable information that can be
used to deduce the structure of organic compounds. Since a nucleus is a charged particle
in motion, it will develop a magnetic field. 1H and

13

C have nuclear spins of 1/2 and so

they behave in a similar fashion to a simple, tiny bar magnet. In the absence of a
magnetic field, these are randomly oriented but when a field is applied they line up
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parallel to the applied field, either spin aligned or spin opposed. The more highly
populated state is the lower energy spin state spin aligned situation. The schematic
representations of these arrangements are shown Figure 93. As this diagram shows, the
energy required for the spin-flip depends on the magnetic field strength at the nucleus.
With no applied field, there is no energy difference between the spin states, but as the
field increases so does the separation of energies of the spin states and therefore so does
the frequency required to cause the spin-flip, referred to as resonance.

Figure 93 Two schematic representations of spin arrangements under magnetic field
In NMR, EM radiation is used to "flip" the alignment of nuclear spins from the
low energy spin aligned state to the higher energy spin opposed state. The energy
required for this transition depends on the strength of the applied magnetic field (Figure
94) but in is small and corresponds to the radio frequency range of the EM spectrum.
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Figure 94 Energy level required for transition
The basic arrangement of an NMR spectrometer is shown in Figure 95. The
sample is positioned in the magnetic field and excited via pulsations in the radio
frequency input circuit. The realigned magnetic fields induce a radio signal in the output
circuit which is used to generate the output signal. Fourier analysis of the complex output
produces the actual spectrum. The pulse is repeated as many times as necessary to allow
the signals to be identified from the background noise.

Figure 95 Basic arrangement of an NMR spectrometer
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4 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and/or electron spin resonance (ESR) is
defined as the form of spectroscopy concerned with microwave-induced transitions
between magnetic energy levels of electrons having a net spin and orbital angular
momentum.
The method of electron paramagnetic resonance was discovered in 1944 in Kazan
University by Evgeniy K. Zavoyskiy in the course of investigations of electromagnetic
energy absorption by paramagnetic metal salts. He noticed that CuCl2 monocrystal put to
a stationary/static (constant) magnetic field of 40 Gauss (4mtl) started to absorb
microwave radiation with a frequency of about 133 MHz. The pioneers of EPR
application in biological studies in the USSR were L. A. Blumenfeld and A. E.
Kalmanson who published in BIOFIZIKA journal in 1958 an article about the
investigation of free radicals obtained under the action of ionizing radiation on proteins.
4.1 Mechanic and magnetic moments of an electron
Electron orbital and spin motion s lie in the basis of their orbital and spin
mechanic moments. Electron spin magnetic moment is associated with electron spin
rotation that can be presented as a motion around its own axis. Electron spin mechanic
moment is:
Ps 

h
2

S ( S  1)

8- 4

Where, S is spin quantum number equal to 1/2.
Magnetic and mechanic spin moments are related as follows:
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Where, Ms is magnetic quantum number equal to  1 / 2 , the relation between the
magnetic and mechanic moment is called gyromagnetic ratio (g). It can be seen that y = e/2m for the orbital motion, and y = -e/m for the spin motion.
For gyromagnetic relation of electrons having different contribution of orbital and
spin motions, a proportionality coefficient (g) is introduced, such as

  g

e
2m

8- 6

This proportionality coefficient is called g-factor; g = 1 at S = 0, i.e. the electron
spin motion is absent while only the orbital motion is present; and g =2 if the orbital
motion is absent and only the spin one is observed (for example, for free electron).
In the absence of external magnetic field, electron magnetic moments are oriented
(directed) casually, and their energies do not actually differ from each other (E0). When
an external magnetic field is applied, electron magnetic moments become oriented
(directed) towards the field, depending on the value of spin magnetic moment, and their
energetic level splits (divides) into two (Es= + 1/2, and Es= -1/2).
The energy of interaction between electron magnetic moment and magnetic field
can be expressed by the following equation:


E   H   H cos( H )

8- 7

It follow the from Eq. 2-28 that
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and the energy of interaction between electron and external magnetic field will be
expressed as follows:
E  S H  

1
g H
2

8- 9

In this case the difference in energy between two levels will be
E  h   g  H

8- 10

Equation expresses the basic condition of energy absorption by electrons. Under
the action of radiation, the electrons of a higher energetic level will be emitting energy
and returning onto a lower level. This phenomenon is called induced emission.
Meanwhile, the electrons on the lower level will be absorbing the energy and passing
onto a higher energetic level. This phenomenon is called resonant absorption. As far as
the probabilities of single transitions between energetic levels are equal, and general
probability of the transitions is proportional to the number of electrons at a given
energetic level, the absorption of energy will prevail over its radiation.
The number of electrons having this or that energy will be determined in
accordance with the Boltzmann distribution:
E



n1 / 2
 e kT  e
n 1 / 2

gH
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Where, n1 and n2 are the number of electrons on a higher or lower energetic level
corresponding to the magnetic moment of electron with +1/2 or -1/2 spin.
4.2 EPR spectra characteristics
Signal amplitude
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EPR signal represents the first derivative of absorption line. The area under the
line of absorption is proportional to the concentration of paramagnetic particles in the
sample. Thus, the concentration of paramagnetic centers is proportional to the first
integral under the line of absorption or to the second integral of EPR spectra.
If two signals are of the same width, the concentrations of paramagnetic centers
are related like the signal amplitudes. To determine concentration, it is necessary to
measure the area under the absorption curve of the standard with a known paramagnetic
center concentration, and that of the sample measured; the unknown concentration is
found from the proportion (under the condition that both samples are of the same shape
and volume).
Line shape
Although, according to the basic resonance equation, the absorption occurs only
when incident quantum energy is equal to the energy difference between the levels of
unpaired electrons, the EPR spectrum is not linear but continuous in the vicinity of a
resonance point (at a resonance point).
Line width
The width of the EPR spectrum depends on the interaction between the magnetic
moment of electron and those of the surrounding nuclei (grate/lattice) and electrons. T1 is
the time of spin-grating relaxation; it characterizes mean spin state.

Superfine structure
The phenomenon of superfine interaction (i.e. interaction of the magnetic
moments of unpaired electrons with those of nuclei) lies in the basis of EPR line splitting
into several lines.
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Figure 96 EPR line splitting
Since in the presence of nucleus, magnetic moment the summary magnetic
moment is (equal to) Ms+Mn (where Ms is electron magnetic moment, Mn is nucleus.
magnetic moment), summary magnetic field Hsum = Ho + -Hloc., where Hloc. is local
magnetic field created by nucleus magnetic moment.
In this case there will be two resonance values instead of one Ho+Hloc. and HoHloc., and two lines will be corresponding to them. Thus, we have two lines at Ho+Hloc.
and Ho-Hloc. instead of one at Ho.
Scheme of an EPR radiospectrometer
Although many spectrometer designs have been produced over the years, the vast
majority of laboratory instruments are based on the simplified block diagram shown in
Figure 97.
Microwaves are generated by the Klystron tube and the power level adjusted with
the Attenuator. The Circulator behaves like a traffic circle: microwaves entering from the
Klystron are routed toward the Cavity where the sample is mounted. Microwaves
reflected back from the cavity (less when power is being absorbed) are routed to the
diode detector, and any power reflected from the diode is absorbed completely by the
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Load. The diode is mounted along the E-vector of the plane-polarized microwaves and
thus produces a current proportional to the microwave power reflected from the cavity.
Radiation gets onto the detector, the detector signal then being amplified and recorded on
a recorder or computer. The radio band radiation is transmitted from the source to the
sample and then to the detector with the use of special rectangle section tubes that are
called waveguides.

Figure 97 Block diagram of an ESR spectrometer
The dimensions of waveguide sections are determined by transmitting radiation
wavelength. Constant radiation frequency is used in radiospectrometer for EPR spectrum
recording, and the condition of resonance is achieved by changing the magnitude of
magnetic field. Amplification of the signal by way of its modulation by high-frequency
variable field is one more important feature of radiospectrometer. As the result of
modulation of the signal, its differentiation occurs, and absorption line transforms to its
first derivative which is the signal of EPR.
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APPENDIX - II
Free Radical Polymerization
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Organic molecules containing an unpaired electron are termed free radicals or
radicals, and radicals are generally considered to be unstable species because of their very
short lifetimes in the liquid and gaseous state. Free-radical polymerization proceeds via a
chain mechanism, which basically consists of four different types of reactions: (1) radical
generation from nonradical species (initiation), (2) propagation, (3) chain transfer and
termination by disproportionation, and (4) radical–radical recombination reactions
(termination by combination). The fundamental reactions of radical polymerization are
described as Figure 98:
Initiator Decomposition

Kd
I 2 
2I 

Chain Initiation

Ki
I   M 
R1

Chain Propagation

Kp
Ri   M 
Ri 1

Chain Transfer

Ktr
Ri   S 
R1  Pi

Chain Termination

Ktr
Ri   S 
Pi  j or Pi  j







Figure 98Fundamental reactions of radical polymerization
Where Ri is a radical of chain length i, I2 is the initiator, M is the monomer, S is a transfer
agent, and P is polymer.
1 Initiation
The initiation process constitutes the first reaction step in free-radical
polymerization leading to the generation of (primary) radicals. The decomposition
scheme is common to both thermal and photoinitiators. The measurable decrease of the
initiator concentration [I] in polymerizing systems is given by


d[I ]
 K d [I ]
dt
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8- 12

Integration of Equation 8-12 leads to Equation 8-13, an expression that describes the
decreasing initiator concentration as a function of time.
[ I ]  [ I 0 ]  e k d t

8- 13

In order to initiate the polymerization process via reaction with a monomer unit,




the generated primary radicals, I 1 and I 2 , have to leave the solvent cage that surrounds
them. The ability of the primary radicals to leave the solvent cage unreacted and to start
the polymerization process is quantified by the initiator efficiency, f, with theoretical
values between zero and unity. Not all generated primary free radicals initiate polymer
growth. Shortly after decomposition, the free radicals are very close to each other and
recombination can occur. In addition, they can also react in alternative ways before they
can react with a monomer unit. An efficiency of zero corresponds to no initiation taking
place, whereas f = 1 indicates that every generated primary radical escapes the solvent
cage and subsequently initiates polymerization. Typical values of f are between 0.5 and
0.8, depending on the viscosity of the reaction medium, indicating that the escaping
process is diffusion-controlled. It should be noted that in the case of an unsymmetric




initiator molecule, I 1 and I 2 do not necessarily display the same reactivity toward the
monomer unit. Hence, the initiation process may be described by Scheme 1:








Ki
I 1  M 
R1

Ki
I 2  M 
R1

Scheme 1Initiation process


Where, I 1, 2 represents either initiator fragment 1 or 2, M indicates a monomer




unit, R1 corresponds to a macroradical of chain length 1, and K i refer to the individual
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initiation rate coefficient of the respective fragments. The overall rate of initiation, Ri, is
given by






d [ R1 ]
d[ I1 ] d[ I 2 ]


Ri 


 K i [ M ][ I 1 ]  K i [ M ][ I 2 ]
dt
dt
dt


8- 14



Because [ I 1 ]  [ I 2 ]  [ I ] / 2 , the the overall rate coefficient of initiation, Ki, is a
composite of the individual rate coefficients of initiation for the initiator fragments I 1





and I 2 .
2 Propagation
The addition of a macroradical to a monomer unit may be described via the
following rate law expression:


d[M ]
i

  K p [ Ri ][M ]
dt
i

8- 15

Where, kpi is the propagation rate coefficient of a macroradical with chain length.
It is generally accepted that the propagation reaction is chemically controlled up to high
monomer conversions i.e. high viscosities of the reaction medium. But, for conversion
exceeding 80%, the propagation reaction becomes diffusion controlled, which leads to a
marked decrease of kp. However, exact measurements in this highly viscous reaction
regime are extremely difficult to carry out, and thus reliable data are scarce.
3 Transfer
The transfer reaction can be described via Scheme 2:
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Scheme 2 Chain transfer reaction
The transfer agent may be the monomer itself, the initiator, the solvent, or any
other deliberately added transfer agent. The rate of this displacement reaction is
expressed by the equation 8-16:


d[I ]
 K tr [ R  ][T ]
dt

8- 16

Where, Ktr is the transfer rate coefficient and [T] is the concentration of the transfer agent.
The transfer rate coefficient is often reported in a ratio with the propagation rate
coefficient. The resulting quantity is called the transfer constant, C:

C

K tr
Kc

8- 17

4 Termination
The termination reaction in free-radical polymerization is the most complex
reaction in the polymerization process. Its termination rate coefficient, kt, is influenced
by a multitude of different factors, which are not easily separated. It is generally accepted
that the termination rate coefficient depends on the following factors and experimental
parameters: (1) the system viscosity, (2) the chain length of the terminating free
macroradicals, (3) the temperature, (4) the pressure, and the (5) monomer conversion.
The rate law expression for the termination step reads:
d[R  ]
i, j

  2 K t [ R  i ][ R  j ]
dt
i
j

8- 18

The indices i and j indicate the individual chain lengths of the terminating
macroradicals. There are two modes of termination: (1) direct coupling (combination) of
two free macroradicals to give a dead polymer chain of chain length i + j, with the rate
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coefficient kt,c; and (2) so-called disproportionation, where a hydrogen atom is abstracted
from one of the radical chain ends, yielding two stabilized polymer chains, one of which
carries a double bond, with the rate coefficient kt,d. The process is illustrated in Scheme
Scheme 3 on the example of polyethylene macroradicals. Which termination mode
dominates depends largely on the structure of the monomer unit, but also— however to a
lesser extent— on the reaction temperature and pressure. Disproportionation is (slightly)
favored at higher reaction temperatures.

Scheme 3 Disproportionation termination
It should be noted that the mode of termination has no influence on the rate of the
free-radical polymerization process. However, the generated molecular weight
distributions are strongly influenced by the termination mode. The chain length
dependence of kt is normally quantified by the following equations. Macroscopic kt
values may be obtained by the following averaging procedure:

 K t 

 K
i

j

i, j
t

[ R  i ][ R  j ]

( [ R  i ]) 2

8- 19

i

The microscopic kt value, kti,j, corresponds to the individual termination rate
coefficient involving two free macroradicals with the chain lengths i and j. The averaging
procedure is advantageous because the chain length distribution of the macroradicals in
free-radical polymerization is normally highly dispersed. The chain length dependence of
the macroscopic kt is often expressed via the following power law:
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 K t  K t P n
0



8- 20

This power law correlates the average value for the termination rate coefficient <
kt > with the number average degree of polymerization, Pn . The chain length dependence
of kt is now easily described and quantified by the exponent α.
5 The Chainlength Distribution
The kinetic rate coefficients of the various steps involved in the polymerization
reaction are controlling the rate of polymerization, Rp, and the overall free-radical
concentration. The rate law for the concentration change of a macroradical with chain
length i can be written as:



d [ Ri ]
i 1

i
M
T
ij


 k p [ M ][ Ri 1 ]  (k p [ M ]  k tr [ M ]   k tr k [Tk ]  2 k t [ R j ])  [Ri ]
dt
k
j 1

8- 21
This rate law reflects a polymerization process during which a free-radical with
chain length i is solely formed by a propagation step from the free-radical with chain
length i-1. The free macroradical has then the possibility to growby reaction with either a
monomer molecule M, giving a chain length of i+1, or it can undergo a transfer reaction
with the monomer or any other transferring molecule Tk (e.g., transfer agent, solvent,
initiator, polymer). Alternatively, it may be terminated by another free-radical.
From the kinetic theory of polymerization, The average number of monomers
reacting with a given active center from its initiations to its termination is represented by
, that is kinetic chain length.
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Rp
Ri



or

 kp   M
 
 2kt   M 

Rp
Rt
 kp2   M 2

  
 2kt  Rp

and

8- 22

The kinetic chain length is inversely proportional to the radical concentration and
therefore to the rate of polymerization.
The chain length distribution of a polymer is defined as the fraction of molecules

 p that contains P basic monomer units. It should be noted that the degree of
polymerization P is equivalent to the chain length i. The living macroradicals by which
the dead polymer is generated through any chain stopping event show a chain length
distribution, too. Both distributions are closely related to each other and the chain length
distribution of the dead polymer can be calculated via the derivative of the distribution of
the living macroradicals. Like any other distribution function, the chain length
distribution is described by its statistical moments, which are defined as:


m (k )   P k   p

8- 23

P 1

By combination of such moments one can easily calculate mean values for the
degree of polymerization, P , which characterize the chain length distribution. The
distribution is only fully described if all moments are known. However, in practice there
are two mean values calculated by the first three statistical moments, which are
extensively used. The number average degree of polymerization, Pn , and the weight
average degree of polymerization, Pw .
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6 Average Degree of Polymerization
To calculate the number average degree of polymerization ( Pn ) of a polymer
produced by a steady-state polymerization, it is mandatory to know how many
propagation steps occur before the chain mechanism is stopped. It has to be distinguished
between the term ‘‘chain’’used in a molecular sense and ‘‘chain’’used as a kinetic
concept. The kinetic chain length, n, (assuming that every radical I  initiates
polymerization) is defined as:


t d[I ]
d [M ]
= 
dt / 
dt
0
0
dt
dt
t

8- 24

In a system that has reached the steady state, Equation 8-23 can therefore be
rewritten as:



Rp
Rd



k p [ R  ][M ]
2 fk d [ I ]

8- 25

Elimination of [ R  ] leads to an expression for the kinetic chain length, n, that
shows the dependence of the different kinetic parameters. One important characteristic of
the free-radical polymerization is well illustrated here— the sizes of the macromolecules
produced are inversely proportional to the square root of initiator concentration.
Increasing the initiator concentration leads to smaller-size polymer molecules:



k p [M ]

8- 26

2( fk d k t [ I ]0.5
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7 Inhibition and Retardation
The chain transfer process stops the chain growth process via abstraction of a
hydrogen atom or some other species from another molecule. This molecule itself
becomes a radical, capable of reinitiating polymerization. If the reactivity of the
generated radical toward the monomer is on the order of that of the macroradical, and if
the time necessary for the chain transfer process is within the range of one propagation
step, ‘‘normal’’chain transfer occurs. This normal or conventional chain ransfer does not
lead to any change in the polymerization rate. If the generated radical is less reactive than
the propagating radical, retardation takes place, which is characterized by a decrease in
the rate of polymerization. If the retardation is very effective, the polymerization process
is completely suppressed and this is referred to as inhibition. Inhibition leads to an
induction period where no polymerization takes place at all, until the inhibitor is
completely consumed.
The kinetics of the retardation effect for a stationary polymerization can be
analyzed by adding an additional reaction to the common scheme of polymerization,
including initiation, propagation, and termination:


Q
Ri  Q 
Pi  Q 

K

Scheme 4 The retardation effect for a stationary polymerization
Where, Q is the retarder or inhibitor and kQ is the rate coefficient of the
retardation reaction.
8 The Effect of Oxygen Inhibition on Polymerization
For the past several decades, the influence of oxygen on free-radical
photopolymerization has been a subject of much interest [239, 240, 241, 242]. Since free-radical
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polymerizations are strongly inhibited by atmospheric oxygen, which scavenges very
efficiently both the initiating and the polymer radicals, as shown in Scheme 5. Oxygen
inhibition causes numerous deleterious effects on free-radically cured products including
slow polymerization rates, long induction periods, low conversion, short polymer kinetic
chain length and tacky surface properties. Generally, inhibition of free-radical
polymerization by oxygen continues until the oxygen concentration in the sample is
significantly lowered.

Scheme 5 Oxygen inhibition in a radical-type photoinitiated polymerization
The most effective way to overcome oxygen inhibition is to work in an inert
atmosphere, by flushing the UV oven with nitrogen or carbon dioxide. The latter gas
being heavier than air, it can be easily maintained in a container. As the curing step will
be achieved faster and more completely in an O2 free environment, the resulting UVcured surfaces will exhibit improved surface properties, in particular a higher gloss and a
better scratch resistance than surfaces cured in the presence of air.
Previous studies have shown that the inhibitory effect of oxygen in the
photopolymerization of acrylate-based resins depends on the type of photoinitiator
selected, its concentration, the resin reactivity and the light intensity.
8.1 Influence of the photoinitiator concentration
In a light induced polymerization, the rate of initiation (ri), as well as the rate of
polymerization (Rp), depend on the photoinitiator concentration [PI]. [243]
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ri   i I 0 (1  e 2.3l [ PI ] ) ,

Rp  (

kp
kt

0.5

0.5

) r i [ M ]0

8- 27

Where, i is the initiation quantum yield, I0 the incident light intensity, εthe molar
absorptivity of the photoinitiator, l the curing thickness, kp and kt the propagation and
termination rate constants, respectively, and [M] 0 the initial monomer concentration.
When the UV-curable formulation contains a photoinitiator in low concentration,
a small amount of free radicals will be generated upon photolysis. Under those conditions,
it will be more difficult to overcome oxygen inhibition because there are not enough free
radicals left to initiate efficiently the polymerization, most of the initiator radicals being
scavenged by the O2 molecules dissolved in the sample and those from the air diffusing
into the film during the UV exposure.
8.2 Influence of the type of photoinitiator
The photoinitiator plays a key role by controlling not only the initiation rate of the
polymerization but also the rate of production of the free radicals, which consume the
oxygen dissolved in the UV-exposed sample.
The photoinitiator plays a key role by controlling not only the initiation rate of the
polymerization but also the rate of production of the free radicals, which consume the
oxygen dissolved in the UV-exposed sample.
Previous investigations show [244] that photoinitiators, which contain amino group,
may help efficiently consume oxygen. The scavenging of oxygen by amino groups (DH)
proceeds by a chain peroxidation process involving the easily abstractable hydrogen
atoms.
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Scheme 6 Scavenging of oxygen by amino groups
8.3 Influence of the monomer reactivity
The importance of oxygen inhibition on a photoinitiated radical polymerization
depends strongly on the type of monomer used, and more specifically on:
• Its

reactivity, which governs the cure speed and therefore the reaction time during which

atmospheric oxygen penetrates into the sample;
• Its viscosity, which determines the speed at which air diffuses into the sample[245].
Even if the monomer reactivity is very high, polymerization will not occur if
atmospheric oxygen diffuses rapidly into the fluid film. Indeed, the concentration of O2
dissolved in the sample has to drop by at least two orders of magnitude before the
monomer can compete successfully with oxygen for the scavenging of the initiating
[246]

radicals

. It was previously shown that the lower is the viscosity of the formulation,

the higher is the inhibitory effect of oxygen on the polymerization[247].Viscosity thus
appears to be a major parameter in the UV-curing when the UV exposure takes place in
the presence of air. The formulation reactivity, which depends on the structure and the
functionality of the oligomer, is another crucial parameter.

8.4 Influence of the light intensity
The main reasons for performing the UV-curing with powerful lamps is not only
to speed up the curing process and increase the productivity, but also to obtain tack-free
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surfaces. The influence of the UV dose on the scratch resistance when the
photopolymerization takes place in the presence of air has already been investigated
[248]. By generating a large amount of free radicals within a short period of time, it is
possible to overcome the O2 inhibition which is maximum at the surface layer. This
constraint disappears when the UV-curing is performed in an inert atmosphere, thus
allowing an effective polymerization to be achieved by means of low intensity UV lamps,
in particular at the coating surface, which receives the most intense light.
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